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GALLUP, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9, 1922.
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(meaning the said A. T. Hannett) has
We have for our authority
HE KU KLUX KLAN
IT.Hannett's Radical Newspaper for the statement that
Co-tot lu Klux Klan has an organization in McKinley
Democratic
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to
elect
and that this Klan helped
tttet November 7th. A. T. Hannett appears to squirm
cderthe daub that he is a radical. This stigma follow-- d
him to the State Democratic convention and cost him
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certain editorial expressions
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Hihown in print above.
t, To gay that the editor was surprised on hearing the comni na Deing put under arrest is to put tne case
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and
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7 shut at the same
time.
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politics, and especially one who has thesitua- of the guardianship of a political aesthetical
88 we have in
McKinley county, should not be surprised
Mything, even to an invitation to take a rest at Hill Crest.
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mad by gome dire
disappointment if your life isofblighted
a tender
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plant by sneaking frost 'tis no fault
your conscience hurts you, and in the ghostly mgm
omea into your busted bosom that empty feeling that s
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the fringe of your pillow witn
sealding tears just because fate stepped betwixt you
we Governor's
Mansion, while Remorse hangs its cruel
deep into your broken heart, why lay the blame on our
shoulders?
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f'f.1alfeady reached its bitter dregs?
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her nme so brazen with their, business that
braz-they dare the officers to interfere or molest them. Such
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will
lead
killings,
pui
enry
SIGNED
of
expense in prosecuting the cases through court, yet manyAct
At Thursday's Kiwanis Club meet- our
Volstead
the
enforce.
to
and
us
that
tell
try
7.
In the ing new officers were elected as
people
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec.
It is a shame that our people stand by
historic Ben Hur room of the old
follows: Dr. J. W. Hannett, president; will cost too much.
business of
with a and appear not. to give one rap about the out-lanf the governors in Santa Fe. John .Ufirk,.
mid upon the lapboard upon which hoard of directors as follows: Dr. J. the bootleggers.
"
taken
in by
the
General Lew Wallace wrote most oi W. Hannett, John Kirk, D. W. Boise,
some
of
of
a
list
is
parties
The
following
Glenn Curtiss, C. C.
his
all
manuscript, representatives of Horace Moses,
were
which
bootleggers,
really
F. S. Lawrence, Sam Bush- the sheriff's department,
apven states, at 6:15 o'clock Friday Manning,
laws relating to
man, T. F. Smalling, A. T. Hannett but taken up as vagrants, simply because the
about
to
a
compact
bring
signed
night
so
that it is better
weak
is
Clarke.
Act
W.
E.
of
and
Volstead
the
the enforcement
the expeditious agricultural ana inThe matter of "Americanization to
of vagrancy.
a
in
on
the
charge
take
bootlegger
dustrial development of the Colorado vvao tko
the
before
- tnnii
" f ' nf HisrnsRion
"
the storaire of its waters Club. mi-It is
George Harris, vagrancy, $50 and costs.
intended to take steps to
and
life
of
the
and the protection
Anna Jackson, vagrancy. $50 and costs.
educate the foreigners among our
midst and teacnera win De empioyeu
property from flood.
Clint Tann, drunk, $l& ana costs.
The states signatory to this com- for that purpose.
Pablo Nuanez. drunk, $15 and costs.
o
pact, the first of its kind in AmeriJoe
Torres, vagrancy, $50 and costs.
ca, are Arizona, California, Colorado, WILL ATTEND MEMORIAL
Joe Prolovich, vagrancy, $50 and costs.
Nevada, New Mexico, Utah and Wyof
FOR DK. MAUtti
B. Hisaoka, drunk, $20 and costs.
oming. The signers in the order
states given are W. S. Norvell, W. F.
Tom Kellon, vagrancy, $50 and costs.
G.
McClure, Delph E. Carpenter, J.
V 'MnVia Vinn been in- t...i
Tu
Joe Brunetti, vagrancy, three charges, $150 and costs.
E.
R.
Sorugham, Stephen B. Davis,
services
memorial
attend
the
to
vited
A. Allen, fighting, $15 and costs.
Caldwell and Frank C. Emerson.
of Dr. Hiram Hadley, to be held at
Mat Gaspovich, carrying gun, $50 and costs.
Met
Briefly the compact divides the
le
Cruces this Sunday. Judge
:
river basin into two divisions, the will deliver the oration at the services.
Beverly Anderson, fighting, $15 and costs.
Colo
costs.
upper including Wyoming, Utah,
Dr. Hadley were
and
and
McFie
M.
$15
Judge
fighting,
Rocha,
upper including Wyoming, the Utah,
Some thirty odd
life long friends.
low;
Helen Blazina, vagrancy, $50 and costs.
Colorado and New Mexico;
McFie was a
when
Judge
ago,
years
costs.
and
$50
t
er Arizona, Nevada and California. memner oi me do
Mat
vagrancy,
Gasparich,
ui i ccm
and costs.
The agreement apportions in perpet-tin,
$50
at
Cnllona
.I BH CniCeS. ,lit.
Mat
vagrancy,
Gasparich,
itx.
VJV"fc
A.
"exclusive
the
costs.
and
ua,n..v whs p ected nresident oi tnai
$50
Mat
vagrancy,
Iskra,
beneficial use" of 7,500,000
institution. Dr. Hadley spent over
Frank Trebrich, vagrancy, $50 and costs.
of water annually, including water
of his life as an educator.
existing fifty years
supplying
Frank Trebrich, resisting arrest, $200 and costs. necessary for
o
.:..ui. TUa lnuior basin is also ClVen$200 and costs.
Mary Trebrich, resisting arrest, and
watcosts.
NEWS OF WEDDING
the right to increase such use of
$50
vagrancy,
Trebrich,
... k.t
It
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VI
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Mary
fUlll
V
flPrp
of
reliquor to Indians,
on
intoxicating
a
selling
iff
States
the United
charge
vided that
Mrs. Anna T. Boyd of this city is and fined
ricrVita nf MpxifO to Use
in receipt of a message announcing $250 and costs.
of the Colorado waters it shall be sup the marriage of her son, Drury Boyd
A number of these people can be taken m and deported,
equally. and Miss Sibyl Sanderson tf
plied by the two divisions
and that is just exactly what should be done with them. Some
Further apportionment of
Texas. The wedding had been
the Federal
made
be
mav
forty set for the Christmas Holidays, but of them are guilty of selling liquor to Indians and
uiutws
these cases
All
of
such.
notified
vears hence, if the present apportion- Mr Bovd was called to New Yory authorities should be properly
an
has
raided
the
and
One
underground
town.
in
indefinite
an
stay,
place
for
City
married happen right
a regular rat den.young people decided to get and her entrnace and exit
Sanderson
Miss
immediately.
who has been the most active in raidR
W
DISTRICTCOURT
Jennings,
mother met Mr. Boyd m St. Louis
while performing
ing places, has taken his life in his hands
where the marriage was quietly
ofIN SESSION
the Episcopal Rectory. The his duties, but when the outlaw element find out that our
at
Pood HnllmnHn has been in voung couple left immediately for ficers mean business that element will tame down, especially
T...i..
week conducting New York City. Mr. Boyd visited
Gallup most of the
as long as Judge Schauer can get hold of them.
brf
came
as
his motehr in Gallup three years ago.
such matters
theSnn
Our people should get behind our officers with the proper
Judge Holloman as wasthe Republican
F.COFFICERS
for law enforcement and the very first officer found
sentiment
choice
Herald's
I. O. O.
reon
the
Repub
Governor
for
not in sympathy with law enforcement should be made to
candidate
nu..
was
till
nut
be
ne
should
As
this
kept up
very thing
lican t cket.
Tuesday evening the Gallup sign his commission, and
of a inajority i Last nf
.
elements.
ominfv in lonrprl of
n,i,i TpllnwH elected new our
ed, although the .choice
we
mm
Luwii
the
n
convention,
vvuiivj
jio.Dtp
as follows: R. N. Proctor,
move for law
him continue as our .ffippra
Judge Reed Holloman will back toevery
are glad to
w, have
nne Noble Grand; Charles T. Shively, Vice
back
u.iinmnn ia
law enforcement
Holloman
Judflre
nnd
with
t...j
iveeu
JUage.
Wilson, Recording
of8 he ablest judges in New Mexico, Grand; Morden
to
Financial the
iear.
has
W.
F.
Mellinger,
nothing
public
:n o,i chnicp for Gover- Secretary;
Trasurer.
ne m on"
anai t..
Secrtary; George Hodgson,
Bowman. A representative of s bond- nor to succeed Govemor Hinkle.
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) the pernicious example of all others in. like causes offending
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aeDt ana pay tne soiuiers' pen- madge, of Chicago Dougnt tne lease,
t public sentiment against bootlegging appears to oe aeaa.
sions and their bonus besides with
vaym
The deputy sheriffs, Messrs. W. R. Jennings and C. C. Poe,
out the necessity of a cent of taxation upon present developed property
took in one bootlegging outfit with a large size still. The very
in the United States.
auw
TIIP Ramft OUII1L Willi UI1UU1CI DUll.
TnnW
HpnrvJ Brock
riavt
"tr.
z
wwmv
I1CAI Hov
UOJf thOV wvn in
"It is being said that I have deliv- - Vcll;ii
down a well for Gus Mulholland, oiinwa thnt the lavout was Drerjared to continue their making
put
t.n
nM
orori tha
fipMs nf Alaska
thp
striking a good flow of water. In
were captured. They had two stills,
predatory oil interests, but what I this coma territnrv is where the A. of moonshine in case they
have done is to sign contracts withjg McMillen ranch property is
one held back in reserve.
.
which have enough capital ie(j Tj,e 0ji strike near Ship Rock
was taken in by Officer Jennings and the
outfit
Another
tn nrnnprlv Hpvplnn thi tprritnrv'fl nil!
.ii.
u In tliis dm.
omvr
threatened him in every way to frighten him off.
onH Tn criva tho envprnmpnt a mnvl.l.-lana. is
what sold this lease for such bootleggers
they w'ouW
Mr.
Jennings had to shoot at one of them before
mum ot return.
a good price.
shows
that the
This
business.
meant
be convinced that he
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government.

We claim that the Volstead Act can be ento civilization.
The fact that the sheriff's department and Judge
forced.
velopment."
during the last
AT BIG PRICE
Secretary's Alaskan Policy
Schauer have been working in
"People talk about us being a poor
tboir manner of handlinff bootleecrers proves
14
.
ia n oVioma tViot r.nKlil
wiftmintr
l
MAnloiT
country and that we cannot afford
rprtnin State Li a ii .
ii
to pay a soldiers' bonus and about our school lands located near San Mateo
.
of the Volstead
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t.TOOPj
"
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tiic nor less than a bonus. B. H. Tall- - within the city limits during the last few days is alarming,
war

he did unlawfully, feloniously
ecan- to
injure,
aggrieve and vilhfy,
Siously, contriving
of
said
he
and
name
reputation
defame the good
.
oc.v
w
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mucn
uiniS
f Burnett, and intending infamy and disgrace did com
contempt, hatred,
" T into
q .ormn newsrjarjer called lne uai
i
...viio),
j
j,Biun
j nonrim A. Rvus was. on the
and manager and publisher,
editor
of December, 1922,
'to
-- ain fame, scanaaioua
aim miuw
rBweure to be published in said newspaper the said
and malicious libel of and concerning the
follows:
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A. T. Hannett,
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developments you will
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The case of Gregory Page and W.
Morris vs. the Tovra of Oaliup
in oani
Budget was heard Monday
Fe before the State Tax CoirnnisBion.
m TTa,
Mnvaaantitn til A tOWA Of
w-Gallup and Judge John R. McJie
ana
orri.
iresented rage
n
rHTi..M ni.wrikf iiallAn- for
,
lOWn oii uaiwK
in- no.
Aa..n nnii thniiannd and
in
uh rau.
y.y iiui
r
Messrs. Page and Morri oppoeed ucn
a high rate, rne neanng ram
down to about 9 mills PTlESIDENT PAGZ
cuttingi. the oratehniiBnii.
While
tfie
ujl cai.ii viiw
town won moat every point in the '
Gregory
budget, yet tne nuie xn waa cuv u
will mean a email saving, and tUi
DV
111
OMnilkin
Tha
aomo
Vain
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pany, attondeda ir
WJl la
Ued m aa of directors
the Tax Commission
.
opinion given by Attorney wmmiw
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WON CASE

preient
ing company of Denver' w
and nrntoHted at the cut as demanded
by Page and Morris. It appeal that
tne town water worm can not oe de
pended on to take care ox interne on
tlo .urn hniuh. fVlim WA HM.axafttlV
what we have contended about bonds
it will take a hign rate oi twee to
take car of interest on bonds. Than
taxes must be levied to run tne gov
ernment This ia why our taxes an
due to containue upward In the town
of Gallup. If bonds are to bo kwuJ
In tha miintv- - than taxaa will M V9
for both town and county.
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Six years ago the Valley of Tire.
Little Zion Canyon, Bryce Canyon and
the
. North -Kimi of the-- iiGrand
. xL.i.Canyon
velous plateau region of southern
I Itnk
anH xnpttlmn
Anr.nin .IVAM
names which meant little or nothing
to Southern Californian.
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The present plan is
express service so that the largethequan
raised in
bt
tity of fruit now
Hiatrict may be pro- -

iii.ii

fitably

marketed-- ve

nty

- -- HIW v v vv. r
UL
highway clear through to the coast, in
Los Angeies.
, ... ra

fhA

rjMl

III? LlIJll

pounds annually (for
Washington county aione; anu iuui
ime
days has been the average t;
railquired for transportation to trie was
road. In the case of wool this
merely waste time, with perisname
fruits the delay made shipment pro- .
hibttive.
Tk hnrrl BiirfacinBf of the Arrow-mean
that the big salt
head Trail will
.
oea win ue muvcu
and their operation made profitable,
It will mean the bringing of much
of the wool to Los Angeles for scour- ing and on to the weaving muis
tnede-h,,iMi- n
templated here. It will mean
vplnnmpnt of fruit raising in these
r,rnn.o.
A tinv world had its heinir: milaated fertile valleys into a profitable busiwith life, and was sufficient unto it- - ness and it win mean uie ope.....
self. The outside world was reached of still another big market for manuhtr hnniA drawn atniraii to th ra lroad facturers 01 ine ouuuiem uuiuuima
i.ficaD utBvriut
fiavAntv mtioa awnv nr. i.nnn
nimon & Rouse, agents, are now
fhi. .,ttim.nt wont nn fmm demonstratinK the Reo Touring Lar
generation to generation, living very to all prospective buyers,
'
much unto itself.
Then came the day of the motor car
and truck. The Arrowhead Trail became a fact. Los Angeles and Salt
Lake City became in one short year
closer together by days. Then tnis
colony of pioneers awakened from its
lethanrv discovered that the outside
world needed its products and would
Perhaps 'twas fifty years ago, and
pay in currency that would mean tne maybe more than that, when granddad
education
their cildren on equal bought a pair of winter shoes. He
terms with those of the city dwellers wore them and he wore them and he
and would give them the luxuries and swore that they were pat. He never
comforts that their isolation had hith- - failed at riving them theid dues
erto lorDiduen tnem.
For many years, when snowfiakes
Some ten days ago a Reo Six, stock fell, these shoes came into play. They
model touring car irom tne iteo motor kept the cold and wetness from nis
Car Company branch in Los Angeles, fett. And if grandad was living he'd
essayed the arduous trip over this be wearin' them today, and still be
route ior ine purpose 01 investigating
tellin' folks they were a treat,
;
aI.
roaa conuiuons ana uetermining
ine But came th etim ewhen they passed
feasibility of further extension of the on; an heirloom, as it were. An oldest
present express and passenger service son was glad to have these kicks.
by motor car thta now exists between Perhaps they often wore a bit 'cause
Salt Lake City and St. George, Utah, such thnigs wil loccur, but they were
on to Las Vegas, and perhaps to L03 very easy things to fix.
And so again they passed along,
Angeles.
Meeting with extremely bad road mid patches ad the like. Another
conditions in Utah, due to the absence family member tried them out. They
of rain on the dirt roads for a long came in mighty handy when the owner
period because the greater portion of wished to hike.
"iney're Dully
the route is now under construction, things," said he, "without a doubt."
Th present little owner is a kid of
necessitating long detours, the sche- dule was somewhat unset although ex- - Just sixteen. They're big for him, but
press speed was maintained that you will hear him shout, "If good
showed a schedule of nine hours to St. enough for grasdad, why they re good
George and 15 hours to Las Vegas, enough for me at (past they will be
from Salt Lake, could be stabhshed when I fa lthem out
and followed even with roads in their
present condition.
Reaching Las Vegas well ahead of
ANNOUNCEMENTS
the speed record set last spring by
another car it was determined to send
the Reo on through Los Angeles on
a similar express service schedule but
For Those Who Worship
within the legal limits on speed. This
At Gallup Churches
was done and, on checking up the to
tal elapsed time for the trip. It was
found the previous mark of 26 hours
CHURCH OF THE HOLY
and 21 minutes had been lowered to
26 hours, 15 minutes, a margin of
SPIRIT
REV. A. J. G. DOWIE
only six minutes, but nevrtheless re-Sunday, December 9th 2nd in Advent
11 A. M. Morning
Prayer and ser-o- n
Subject:
"Christ, The Sacrificial Priest."

ists had penetrated as far as the
wonderful
little settlement of St.
George, Utah, surrounded by colored
lava beds and basalt cover- ed hills where in one of the most fer- vullevs
hip nf th
lived a race of real Ataerican pioneers,
hills provided pasture for
u
j- .1.. .
a The high
j
the
for
provided
grain
valleys
rigated
stock, wheat tor flour, and fruit ol ail
kinds incomparable in flavor. Nature
was so lavish in her gifts to this
dream valley that even cotton was
The
grown and woven into cloth.
hills furnished the wood

v.

Inter-mounta-

MO-PHON- ES
THE VERY LATEST

pk.m

RfeMes

Music from the best singers,
Bed time stories After dinner
speeches. News Bulletins, mar-

tf

ket reports from
stations at Kansas City, Dallas,
Los Angeles, Portland, Denver
Salt Lake City and as far east
as New York, and north in
Canada.
Broad-castin-

gs

Jt

Re-gin- a,

COME IN FOR DEMONSTRATION
Evenings Between 6 and 8 P. M.

HEHL

(HAS.

President Storey issues another St
of Interest to Santa Fe Patrons
The charge

in

t
i;i.j
vr,

El HOME ENTERTAINMENT

ion is 1,250,000

There isNo'Watc
' in Santa Fe Stock

.

is

still made that the railroads are

aikin

on
I.

.

.

f
i
vongress unaerioo ro kciuiui uia iacis utrougn the Vih Ki J
tion Act, which was introduced by Senator LaFollette. TljAr
Interstate Commerce Commission has been conducting tU V
valuation for nine years, and the following elements are cobjU. i
10 mo, cotfoi
years
ercd: iosc or reproduction in
jother
less
original
cost,
values
depreciation,
reproduction
elements of value. Stocks and bonds or earning capacity hirt
not been considered.
From all the data available the Interstate Commerce Cob
mission has found-Val- uation
of aU the railways in 1920.$18,900,OM,6CO
i

k

:

i.L

i

"..

!

Net capitalisation of all the railways
December 31, 1919
16,939,515,522
Vahw above capitalisation.
$ 1.960,44,478

0

Otherwise stated, the value of the railroads is TWO BILLION
DOLLARS in excess of the net face of all stocks and bonds. If
present day unit prices had been used, the excess would be hr
greater.
This should dispose of the question of "watered stocks."
But recently reference has been made to the "valuation that
the railroads have succeeded in putting over on the Interstate
Commerce Commission." The valuation work on the Santa Fe
is nearly completed and we know that we have not "put anything over" on the Interstate Commerce Commission. On the
contrary, we believe that the Interstate Commerce Commieaion
in its rules and methods of valuation, end
has been over-strithat as a consequence it has greatly undervalued our railroad.
When the work is completed, no "water" will be found
Santa Fe stock.
W. B. STOREY, President.
The Atchison. Topeka and Santa Fe Railway System,

1
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20 lbs. FAMILY WASH
For $1.25
We Wash, Rinse, Blue, Wring and Return to You
Entire Family Wash

Damp

the

Gallup Steam Laundry
PHONE 166.

GALLUP TRANSFER
A. J. McMahon, Prop.

BAPTIST CHURCH
REV. V. B. CLARK, Pastor

"The World Moves, So Do We"

Bible school, 9:45 a. m.
Morning worship, 11 a. m.
Evening worship, 7:30 .p. m.
"Come thou with us and wu wrill do
thee good."

METHODIST CHURCH

QUICK SERVICE
:-

-

Phone 42

-:-

-

JOHN W. HENLRIX Pastor
Geo.
Sunday school at 9:45 A. M,
Hodgson, Supt. "
As the closing service of the Edu
cational Week we are planning an unusually good program for Sunday
it will be well arranged,
evening,
with choice music bv the bier choir.
the high school orchestra, the hiirh
school Glee Club. It will be neatlv
fitted together so as to make each
moment fresh and interesting.
The four churches are to
in the service, and all the nashnra will
be present. Each will have a part
in the program. But the chief speakers will be Attorney J. W. Chapman,
a member of the American Legion,
and Rev. V. B. Clark, pastor of the
Baptist Church. Each of these will
have the choice of the subject that
suits them best, and each will
for fifteen or twenty minutes. In all
the service will last not longer than
an hour and a half. It will hecin nt
seven thirty promptly. A full
gram will appear elsewhere in these
columns.
The morning: service will be of in.
terest to all church goers. It will be
interspersed with music bv the choir
The service will begin at 11 and close
at 12. The theme of the sermon will
be, "Pilate's Notion of Jesus."
You are coming sooner or later, whv
not now ?
Now to each of these Rprvirp tha
teachers are cordiallv invited. Rut
the evening service and
the MihWt
Ml
iL.i ,nour most in.
mane mat
ueuJ win
teresting and profitable to them. All
on the program will be disappointed
unless you are present.

Touring REO, $1485

Seven-Passeng- er

On the Reo "6" Chassis, with a Full Measure of
Comfort, Ruggedness, Economy and Good Looks

of power to spare

ASSURANCE

is

the wonderful

motor, with large ports and
crankshaft making 50 horse power available for the
quick spurt, the long grind or the hard pull.
The cleanest front compartment in motordom carries
the distinctive Reo dual control jus' two f00 pedals
and the gear 6hift lever.
leather covers seats designed to
Genuine hand-buffe- d
comfort.
restful
provide
chassis, with
.Under all is the rugged double-frame- d
to foil the
units
of
inner-frame
power
its
mounting
ravages of road shocks.
shrink-proo- f
and
'
Metal framed side curtains
closed-car
comfort.
weather proof assure practically
$1485 F.O. B. Lansing, plus Federal Tax.

nr.

--

CHURCH IN CHRIST

sag-proo- f,

DMON

.

;,

GALLUP

(Congregational)

LEWIS A. STARK, Minister

& ROUSE

9:45
Junior Church Wnrshin win.
fine pictures and a talk on "Thn
Children of Africa." Slides will ol
be thrown on the screen showing the
different classes in the Sunday sch6ol.
10:00 Church School with plaoao.
for all acres and needs.
11:00 Morning Worship with a
sermon by the pastor on "The World's
Most Unique Religion."
7:30 There will be no "Worth
While" Service this coming Sunday
night as we will join in a union educational service at the Methodist
hnrch. Thfl fnllonrlnir ftitnHntr
inlif
f
though, we will have a splendid worth
while service. Watch for ltl
. ?

,

REO
t

UOTO

R

CAR

COMPANY,

Unslng,

The Only Exclusive Footwear Shopping
Place In Gallup
FIRST CLASS SHOE REPAIRING

Boots and Shoes Made to Order
Corner Coal Ave. and Third St.

EDWARD HART
LUMohK, HARDWARE, BUlLUiiw
MATERIAL. MINE SUPPLIES. PAINT,
GLASS, CEMENT, PLASTER

Keep Painted Woodwork CLEAII
Clean wooden floors JinoW
tile, marble, concrete, witn

"Worship is Preparation for Service"

DEALERS
NEW MEXICO
;

The Paris Shoe Store

Michigan

s

.

Makes all house
cleaning easy.
-

Kmc

Large cake
No waste
aWtWi

Scat Cs

NmTffc,U..S.A.

n
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9, 1922
throe hours of the evening, lie would
iinlmrt to Miss Lucy that Captain
3nico found It Impossible to come. The
Oaplnf n assured hfm that such was
the true situation mid brightening, the
Colonel gladdened himself uut 0f' the
room.

"111 give you twenty-fiv- e
dollars to
find out her full name and where she
lives. I'll give you a hundred If
find

her."

you'll
somebody who'll Introduce me to

"It's a bet," said Shottle. "But I
must wain you
you're late.
Boyce
wunts her to marry him, and he's
got
a hold on her father.
But she stood
hlra off."
"Il'm she stood him off? My offer
stands, Lib.
She couldn't possibly
throw herself awny on a
fellow like that."
Shottle nsked for the twenty-fivIn
advance, was denied and took hlmnelf
off, grumbling.
He found Boyce and
the girl called Nadlne
just leaving the
little alcove, and stopped them, bow
ing low.
"Sir," he suld, addressing
Boyce, "I have been directed to Inform this lady that she has been
awarded a prize as the best waltzer
In the room.
If you will be so good
as to give me her name and address
In order that it moy be delivered to
her?"
Boyce regarded Shottle suspiciously.
"Well !" he exclaimed. "I didn't know
they did that sort of thing here. What
is the prize and wbo Is giving It?"
"The prize," replied Shottle blandly,
"Is a turkey.
It is given by the
by a leading butcher of the town."
Boyce laughed, and the girl added
her silver merriment
"I'm sure I'm
"The name is
flattered," she said.
Nadlne la Vitte, and the address "
She broke off, nnd flushed a little.
Shottle's Jnw had dropped; then be
gulped with an extraordinary contortion of his face In the endeavor to
mask his astonishment.
"And the address?" he pursued.
The girl and Boyce exchanged a
"I think," Interposed
troubled look.
Boyce, "it would be better to take the
the fowl home tonight Perhaps you
would be good enough to deliver it to
our carriage.
It Is ordered for one
o'clock Number 207." Bowing with
pelican grace, Shottle departed, but
he delayed some ten minutes in dark
thought before he sought Drace again.
For Shottle wanted the hundred dol
lars, nnd if he were to tell Drace that
her name was La Vltte! Could It be
possible that she was Stepho's duugb

The ballroom which Drace entered
that tilcht was as fantastic as a gypsy's vision. It seemed that all civilization had Hfled the lids of its worm-eate- n
chests to array in whlmslc reminder of lis former self. There wns
evident poverty making Itself neat In
old linen, nnd war victims
proud In
threadbare emits. In nut there Is history, but no ancestry attached to cloth
fresh from the mill.
No unfriendly
eye was supposed to look upon tins
gathering, no antagonistic politics permitted to view it.
The wnlls were
draped In the colors of France, and
enshrined in a corner wus a Confederate banner, its staff splintered, Its
folds darkened with sacred blood.
As Shottle no longer held the
hope
of raising a speculative
he
bent himself to the less interesting life
of the dance. But not without mis-ho- p
I
The floor was smooth with wat
from the ends of ninrrluge-nlta- r
candles; nnd Liberty's feet, more accustomed to the rough matting, and
ragged carpets of the gambllng-rooin- .
new from under him. Catching
right
and left in his fall, he came down with
a bit of luce in one hand and a comb
in the other, while women shrieked
at the devastations he hnd wrought,
grouping about the severest sufferer
to screen her Into a retiring-room- .
"That's what comes to a horse that
wanders from his stable-lout on the
frozen pond," said Shottle as Drace
cume up to laugh at him.
"You've made a rip In the skirt of
the ball sure enough," Drace replied,
tuklng him by the arm. And then
suddenly he halted, for be caught
sight of a girl coining toward him. A
moment before, there hnd been nu
merous young women In the room, but
now there wns only one the barbaric
rose maid, the girl who had touched
his heart with a torch.
With her walked a tall, handsome
nnd
young man. Her hand
rested upon his arm, nnd she seemed
to listen with pleasure to his evident- terl
at He presented himself before Drace
ly ardent wooing. She looked
"Master," he announced,
Drace, one glance, and then turned at length.
her eyes back to her cavalier and "her name Is Nadlne Brown and her
Is Carriage Number
97."
passed on. And a flame of jealousy address
But that
"Carriage Number Two
was added to the turmoil that already
And "
Is no address.
held possession of him.
went on Shottle
Master,"
"Listen,
"Who Is she, Shottle?" demanded
hurriedly. "I have a scheme a magni
Drace.
"I don't know, but I'll find out ficent scheme. Not only shall you be
introduced to this lody, but you shall
Lord, but she Is a fetcher."
a
He moved off, dodging the dancers be presented to her In the role of
here and there, while Drnce sat alone protector and rescuer."
"How In the world will you manage
in a window, waiting.
that?"
The orchestra struck up the supper- "Very simple. At ten minutes past
march, nnd Shottle, stalking his prey, one,
you ore to be standing on Blank
saw the lady who had so excited
street
just beyond the lamp at the
Drace's Interest seated with her cavacorner of X street. Carriage 297 will
lier In an alcove and supping daintily. drive
past. From out the shadow of
a garden wall two men will spring out
and stop the carriage attempt to rob
this Boyce fellow and that girl. Tou
will rush up with a cane a cane, Virgil, no pistol and drive o(T the robbers ! Tou are a hero the lady thanks
you. Tableau !"
"But but "
"Leave It all to me but give me
dollars. I know felthat twenty-fiv- e
lows who'd hold up the devil himself
g
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The latter,
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to use Shottle,
his mission is to find
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CHAPTER III

Interstate

Santa

put

reached New
first look Into
of the famous old city
iKODDtenance
M i flMppointment ; It had not the
kA tliwb; Its pulse whs slow and
The levee was too broad
lijtlunic
ai diffuse to Appear active. The
RoItUjlnp looked mean and low.
tate lid history had painted for him
jyJctin too lively to color. But soon
delta life
tt durm of this
The
hen to reveal Itself to him.
In tu ruled like a true French city.
tMf. Paris mlnnetteil In the terror
the Bevolatlon,
and her youngest
In America,
with
Ingtiter
singed
prfer, tod with bloodstains on her
khiy. feet, danced to the music of
Improvised gayety. Drace saw
Iteupetbaf governor driving through
fcitrfet, surrounded by an escort of
Kk ud mulatto
cavalry, From a
(eJecny cime a gunshot,
and an enor- Hat toy the Leona
To Drnee Ills

Fe

Brian!,

any.

On

Ae

nmiulon
ion, and

railroai
wind

a

half-laz- y

System.

i

SH tm
mp the

neiro in white gloves, sitting
IflUt bis political muster, tumbled
M upon the ground but the carriage

pu

(4 not hilt in its speed, and the hoofs
(flit cavalry beat upon the murdered
ffittek. In a doorway an old ma
sat

a

to dance

(Mill for his grandchildren

itta flagstones.

you'll find drama enough here
Alt han't been
rehearsed," said
tattle ai they turned toward the old

It Charles.

'They appear to

pu" Drace

have set the stage

answered him, wonder-- k
U ever
again he should find the
Ifl with the torch of roses.
Hi connecting rooms and amidst the
mry of old French
furnishings they

w

ot

d

Quartered.

taring Drace wrltlnr n letter. Shnr.
li went out, but he soon returned with
of light
than usually beamed
jJJ
fl Wretch of his
r
counte

d
d

lir." he Pried with nsfnnlah.
H enthusiasm, "I want to tell
you
t life Is not
composed entirely of
eninniae.
Last year when I was
nw I saw an
old fellow about
let Into trouble with a
"wtiboot on the levee.
I wasn't in
f Particular hurry, go I
stopped,
P
J
piece of scantling nnd
KM the Mexican down.
It was no
Wlcular trouble on
my part, but the
J" "n took it as a favor and urged
eat dinner with
J
him, which I
Mng broke at the time.
Now
t does he
do? I met him out
there,
F
lives me two tickets for tho
tall at the St. Louis
tonight."
f bright ; we'll take it
Possessing Himself of a Plate and a
la"
1Jhould say we will
Goodly Portion of Chicken, Shottle
Why, there's
1 to be a half
Returned and Brazenly Seated
dozen duels
for We can see
Near Them.
them burst"Will,

Mp-rleo-

!

Him-Se-

IlltO

Mnftin

ul youll nave to
you know.
Tou are Just a
era, it strikes me. There Is

f your mlssIon
showing
I don't know of any-'
better calculated to
correct It
bour at the roulette
wheel.
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Paraphrased the poet.
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w enter.
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that evening to hear
Prof. I.
read a paper on
Wn
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H utw.

AS
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have another

Wr. replied that
Wtlon of deep
M Captain Drace
re-Ut-

tri. ip more tku

lf

a
Possessing himself of a plate and
re
goodly portion of chicken, Shottle
turned and brazenly seated biniseir
near them, listening with all his eors.
"Nudlne." the cavalier was saying,
"vou wrong me In thinking I seek to
influence you through my friendship
with your father. It is true he owes
me much : and it is true that if I were
to become a member of his family I
would forget that. But I want to make
"
you care for me for myself. If
"Hush, Mr. Boyce," saia we gin.
"There are people near this is no
place to discuss such things."
The young man lowerea u
and Shottle could hear no more. He
then
calmly finished his chicken and
pacfound
he
whom
sought out Drace,
ing up and down Impatiently.
"Well!" demanded urace,
"Is
"His name," announced Shottle,
or
probably-Frederick
Boyce,
Boyce.
rd
be
John,
would
maybe John. It
think."
urate.
"Hang his name!" exclaimed
"Did you find out hers7"
with a
"Nadlne,'! replied Shottle
"
;
air.
triumphant
ca"Nadlne," repented Drace, and"B
his
Hps.
with
name
ressed the
t
What's her last nnmer
."Brown probably, or maybe Jones.
' '
'
Or it nilght even be Smith."
ms
scowled
wrain,
Drace '
flpptner "Look here,

No."

"I saw you on the boat, at the ball
at the St. Louis," Drace sold. "But
come to think of It, I know
that it
would be vanity on my
part to believe
that you have seen me."
"No, it would not be vanity," pleasantly she contradicted him, shaking
her bead, her cloud of hair.
"The
brave do not be vain, but I did not see
you. I am so sorry. Tou sorry, too,
ha?"
She laughed, and Drace thought that
never till that moment had he heard
music In Its sweetest purltv.
Then
Boyce and Shottle returned, panting
Shottle to dlsnppear again in
pursuit
of his vanished vehicle.
"Sir, I thank you most hehrtlly for
your assistance,'; "ld Boyce, grasping
Drace's hand. "My name Is Boyce
Kupert Boyce. Muy
"Mine, sir, Is Virgil Drace," respond- ed that young man. "I am
only too
glad to have been of help. I'm afraid,
however, you'll have to finish your
Journey on foot May I have the pleasure of walking with you?"
This suggestion, however, Boyce declined. And although Drace Insisted
as far as the bounds of courtesy would
permit, both Boyce and the girl evaded consent. And they left him
on the street corner
for the girl had suld, giving him her
hand again In parting: "I thank you
once more for your help, Mr. Drace.
I hope I may see you agulu some time.
My name is Nadlne la Vltte, and I am
often In New Orleans."
Drace passed an uneasy night, his
mind torn by his suspicion that Nadlne
la Vitte wns the daughter of old SteAnd when Liberty came to his
pho.
room next morning, eager for praise
and reward, the truth came out. Nadlne wus indeed the daughter of old
Stepho ; Liberty hud overheard enough
while disguised as the cabman to confirm that. But where she lived In New
Orlenns, Liberty had fulled to leurn;
he hud planned to drive them home,
but the runaway of the cab horse had
sent that plun agley.
(CONTINUED NEXT WEEK.)

A GROWING SAVINGS ACCOUNT IS
SOMETHING TO BE THANKFUL FOR
A
savings account is not only a safe form of investment but
is an emergency fund which comes to one's aid in case of need.

p

"Good Lord I" gasped Drace. "He's
done It. Tray heaven Boyce carries
no pistol."
The cab passed him. And then from
the shadow of a wall a hundred yards
or so distant two dark figures darted
out. There came a hoarse command,
a stifled scream, a cry for help. Drace
ran forward and found Boyce, Nadlne
and the supposed cabman standing
with uplifted hands beside the vehicle
while a masked desperado threatened
them with a pistol and a secoud robber
demanded their vnluahles.
Now Drnce played his part right
gallantly, rushing upon the robbers
with uplifted cane. The fellow with
the pistol fired once then a blow on
the wrist from Drace's stick sent the
weapon flying. The pain or the mow
as
enraged the fellow, however, and
the
second
robber,
the
at
mnde
Drace
first one struck him henvlly, momentarily dazing him. The two supposed
robbers now took to their heels, purby Cabman Shottle
sued
and energetically by Boyce, who had
And
been robbed In good earnest..
to complete the melee, the poor
frightened by the pistol-shovegalloped off with the ramshackle
hicle lurching behind it.
Nndlne turned to Drace, her face
held forth
lighted with gratitude. She
her hand. With a grace that would
not have mocked a Highlander who,
schooled in France, had followed home
the Queen of Scots, he bent over u
and reverently touched it with his
this
lips. Wild wus her nature,
maid, nnd she snatched her
bnnd awny, but repenting Instantly,
smiled and spoke.
I (hank you much. Tou are brnve.
Ton are like one on the stage, the
'
hero."
and with
j Her words came freely,
ut accent to convince that
enough
just
were
thej were sweeter than IfIf there
he remem
none. Drace asked her
e,

t,

it

It is a peculiar trait of human nature that people need to be
urged to do the very things they know they ought to do. While
one who preaches is seldom popular, we believe it is the duty of a
financial institution to continue to preach the gospel of thrift.

I"

This bank will welcome your account no matter how modest
its beginning and pay 5 per cent interest on savings accounts
subject to usual regulations.

GALLUP STATE BANK
"TEACH YOUR DOLLARS

TO HAVE MORE CENTS"

NOTICE
MEN IN THIS SECTION
Albuquerque, N. M.
December 5, 1922
Post Commander,
American Legion:
Kindly get word to all
men in your locality that the last day
upon which they may file claim for
Vocational Training is on December
16, 1922. This m accordance with pro
vision of law.

WE NOW HAVE A

FULL LINE OF BREAD

'

An

AND FANCY PASTRY

Made In Our Own Bakery
We know that everyone wants good bread

man wishing to file

claim for vocational training before
that date may do so by writing a
letter into this office stating that

facti---

It

is

Just What

Sub-Dis-

t.

Try ours.
For

You Have Been Looking

WE ARE NOW SERVING

-

THREE MEALS PER DAY

I'lease give this matter as wide a
publicity as possible.
Respectfully,
R.

8 P. M.
till
The best of cooking and service. Try us if you like good

From 7 A. M.

R. Gibson,
Mgr.
M. A. Otero, Jr.
Section.

things to eat

The Candy Shop

Some men are so cautious they
can't buy a gold fish without worrying over its turning to brass.

Prices.

FdDird

LOWEST IN HISTORY
Touring Car
Runabout Chassis

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Coupe

Sedan
Ton Truck

r

Many people have had occasion to be thankful for an adequate
savings account when funds were needed on some sudden call.

-

street-crossin-

rs
i

for five."
At ten minutes past one o'clock Virgil Drace was standing In the shadow
deg
of a tree near the
elded upon, cursing himself for a
fool and Shottle for an addle-paterogue. A rattle of wheels came
to his ears, and a cab approached him.
As It came under the lamp at the
coraer, Virgil was sure he recognized
the flamingo neck of Liberty Shottle
collar of the
rising from the turned-ucabby on the box.

bered him, and her black velvet
eyes
flashed dark la astonishment.
"How could I wfcen never have I
seen you?
Tou must mistake me.

$380.00

----

-

Tractor

$298.00
$269.00
$235.00
$530.00
$595.00

-

-

$395.00

F. O. B. FACTORY

These prices are from sixty to ninety dollars lower than in 1916
and 1917. Never in the history of the Ford Motor Co. have
as now. Get your
they given so great a value for the money

order in now.

0H1
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vertisement, as follows:
"FOR SALE Two judgments, one in the sum of
MEXICO
NEW
EcSECLST
1
COUNTT.
C?
$68, and one in the sum of $146 against George A. Byus.s
V.r' ( EanU Prtatiac Oawmr ( aorpmUoa),
Any reasonable offer accepted. Call at A. T. Hannett
il
office."
Avenue
Hart BuiUinf, No. 310 Railroad
7
Is it necessary to ask the reader to see the unscrupulous
$2.00
Cza Ytar in Advance trick as that? Is it possible that
such
tactics
..iaM Lail Umtxt la tht fart Offie at Gallup. Nfw Mule there isina singlea individual, Democrat or Republican, in Mcthat he
Kinley county who is so prejudice with blind hatred
T.
Hanrina association, nkw tom city. h. t., and Chicago, tll. or
A.
of
intent
she can not see the "unscrupulous"
CT NEW MEXICO PRESS ASSOCIATION
nett in causing two meaaley judgments to be published as
Editor and Manager being offered for sale against lieorge a. ryus, awing u
Hart Schaffner
heat of a political campaign?
LMzrx
OUR ANSYER TO A. T. HANNETT
If John J. Emmons, or anybody else, irrespective of politiClothes
cal affiliation, endorse such a man as would stoop so low in
A. T. Iltimett is a damn poor sport.
his "unscrupulous" methods in order to create political pre"The judice, all for the sake of votes, then we must say that AmAftrr all that his own voice horns and mouth-pieceand "Carbon City News," have said about nions, or any other man or woman, who endorse such deserves
CJu;cfIadtpendent"
our people; after the strings and columns of felonious to be "doomed," not only here, but anywhere else.
aeiam-LrrzJ ciu:cIous, villianous and scandalizing cnaracterHannett's
4th. As to "cunning" and more "unscrupulous" methfc?2:sui libelous stuff that has been printed in
When the bfficial investigation was over, and the maliods:
other stuff
era crzizs some of which was signed by him,
Hannett had caused to be made against such men
cious
t;1Jc!i fcs wrote, but didn't sign, and other dope which he didn't as C. charges
M.
Rouse
and others of the McKinley county official famsuch rot, being both a disgrace
rtt ryproved after allcommon
had
looked
been
into by the State Traveling Auditor, it
decency after all such, ily,
lxsjuage and
into print and said to the pubA.
who
Hannett
T.
was
tzr tin to turn up his snoot at some mild suggestions that lic that every one of his rushed
charges had been proven.
f t is ta "cr scrupulous" and "cunning" politician, is, to say
This was the most brazen piece of "unscrupulous" and
V.9 liisXt sufficient to daub him a damn poor.sport.
malicious
"cunning" politics ever pulled in McKinley county,
has been imposed upon.
Te are inclined to believe that heone
T. Hannett who prates about having won out in
A.
it
is
and
is
Emmons
J.
John
of
virtue
V?9 tixt tiat the political
election
by being able to get the voters to believe what he
ct the hottest of this, and that Hannett is becoming the tool the about our
said
the
county officials as being the truth.
editor
No
matter
which,
change.
fcr Eruacrj, a la presto now
is
If
there
anything under high Heaven more "unscrupuheaded for the State penitentiary,
of The Gallup Herald is
lous"
and
"cunning" than the capers of A. T. Handevilishly
wounded
his
home
drive
feelings upon
that is, if Hannett can
in
a
nett
political campaign we have never heard of it.
the lycpathies of a court of justice, or maybe so, a jury of our
If
the
"good name and reputation" of A. T. Hannett has
,
peers.
been
injured after he is known to be guilty of such dastardlyis
If it is Emmons, then we must say that for this political
and "cunning" political methods, then it
"unscrupulous"
that
his
think
even
that
political purity purity
pet gosling to
to
injure the name of an outraged orangoutang.
would stain Alpine snows, and a political virtue that is as inno- possible
and
to
Then
Emmons
5th.
be
is
there is the objections to being associated with
if
it
love
procent as throbbing
guarded
n
spout- the motlev Ku Klux Klan. and we don't blame him. But the
tected until he grows up and matures into a
Emmons, whose thoughts of Tam- editor of The Gallup Herald is not responsible for this asso
ing soap-bo- x
for Suits and OrercoaU
for Suits and Overcoats
to flinch like the Apes of hades, ciation the friendly relations existing between tne ku iuux
him
cause
would
sins
many
In
Democratic
his
soul
closet
of
secluded
the
Klan
and
organization.
dark
and
the
made to sell for $40.00
or slink away into
McKinley county
made to sell for $27.50
and pray for the cup to pass until some more promising day one of Hannett's mouth organs, "The Gallup Independent," of
to $55.00
to $37.50
when another Democratic National, landslide would hit him November 23, 1922, we find an account of the Ku Klux Klan's
squarely and bat his ambitions into another position, probably interest in the late election, stating that:
or Capital Hill Rose Bud keeper. But,
that of
"The Ku Klux Klan which was quite a factor in
no matter whether it is Emmons, or Hannett and Emmons, the
winning the lection on Tuesday in McKinley county
Our stocks are too large for this
editor of The Gallup Herald is in for. We have been arrested
and some of the other counties of the State can disband
time of the year. We've cut our
oa the charge of violating the "dignity of the State of New Mexonce more. There will be no further need of it for a
ico," by "defaming the good name and reputation of the said
long time. The Republican gang will never again come
prices to cut down our stock that's
n
A. T. Hannett," and now it becomes our
duty to deinto control."
all there is to it. You save money;
fend ourselves, and this we will do to the best of our weak
It is known that only the radical element of the Demois
end trembling ability.
Klux
Ku
Klan.
It
are in sympathy with the
we get our holdings back to normal.
cratic
'
We feel that we owe an apology to the public, and we do known party
such Democrats as Jim Hinkle, Senator Jones, Arthat
apologize for prating the name so loudly, and perhaps so pro- thur Seligman and other leaders of sound and safe Democrats
fusely. 'We may have been mislead as to the ability of Em- have no use nor no sympathy for the Ku Klux Klan. And it is
This includes every overcoat in
mons, and if so we do here and now apologize.
no fault of the editor of The Gallup Herald tha'; A. T. Hannett
stock, and a large number of suits
It may be that Emmons would have deserved our publicity is known to be one of the radical element. Whether he is a
be
h
news-butcit
and
or
a
pea-nbut
of
been
a
no
have
he
may
we
not
vender,
or
had
knowing,
in broken lots and sizes, most of
way
member of the Klan
that following the business is where he acquired the tact of the fact that he is known to be of the radical element of his
them made by HART SCHAFFNER
soliciting not for a bank but in selling pink publications to political party put hjm in the class where he finds his own
we
are talking kith and kind, and if such becomes objectionable he should
& MARX. They're good; stylish;
the traveling public. Or, is this the Emmons
about? If so, we take back what we have said, and if not we be honest enough to get out.
up to the second.
apologize, and in our apology we beg his forgiveness. It is
A. T. Hannett can't afford to deny the statement as made
all we can do. We are frail and prone to err, and to err is in his own mouth organ, "The Gallup Independent," as to the
human.
statement about how the Klan assisted in electing Hannett's
You know the kind of merchan-- .
But, it is charged that we "jonahed" Emmons. This is an Democratic ticket in McKinley county. He can deny it, to be
means
what it says, and sure, but if he does he will be guilty of calling his own voice
dise we handle; these suits and over-- )
error, and if the English language
we believe that it does, then we answer: "Not Guilty." The pots the instruments of falsification, and as to this he can take
coats are our regular stock, not "sale
readinsr of the charge shows that if Emmons is a "johah," then his sweet choice, if there is no Ku Klux Klan in McKinley
merchandise."
Emmons could not have been "jonahed," as certainly that by county, we will be glad to herald such. But it was not The
no known law of entra or exit, can any animal, either of the Gallup Herald that put claims to such an organization being
sea, or land, perform the acrobatic feat of swallowing one's in our county it' was Hannett's own publicity sheets to make
sen. We trust that Emmons will accept the explanation and such claims.
These prices will become effecstand corrected.
tive Saturday, December 9th. A
Probably the word "doom" was too final and dismal.
ENFORCEMENT
LAW
FOR
ten- too deep into the
too embracing. in its
going
tallons,
. t. i.
:
i
i i
i a
t i i
slight charge will be made for alteraer recesses OI one 8 political
neari, snauowing wun uugiueu
The Gallup Herald is for the enforcement of law. In Galtwo years hence. But, dear John, once in
ations.
hopes of
politics you can't keep tab on all or future aspirations. You lup and McKinley county we have an element of people who
will find that men, and some women, will lie to you and about do not care a rap for law, and this very fact places the resyou. It has been so with us we hope for better things for ponsibility upon the shoulders of our lawabiding people to see
that our laws are enforced. If we expect to make lawabiding
Open Every Evening Until Xmas
you.
We beg for an audience just long enough to explain the and respectable citizens of our foreign element we, ourselves
meaning in this case of what we understand to be "an un must do it.
The law can be enforced. During the last few weeks
scrupulous and cunning politician."
Roberts and his deputies have been busy rounding-u- p
Sheriff
1st. A. T. Hannett delivered the keynote speech before
has been handled in a way to
The round-u- p
the McKinley county Democratic convention. In his remarks net the
an expense.
instead
of
This, we call
being
county,
(and we have a stenographic report of the speech before us)
his men have had the full
and
Roberts
work.
Sheriff
good
note
and
we
now
he
made
which
of,
said,
among many things
of Judge John Schauer, and in this way the two
call attention to the following:
have
worked so that the county has not been put
departments
"I realize the importance of the situation, and I
to any unnecessary expense in handling such cases.
believe that I know better than any of you
With a man like Judge Reed Holloman as judge of our
THE MEN'S SHOP
what we want to do, is to make McKinley county a part
court it should not tie any trouble in handling our outdistrict
States
United
the
of
,
law that is
law element. New Mexico has an
210 COAL AVENUE
"There is a man (meaning Gregory Page) that has
not enforced in this section, and there is absolutely no excuse
never done so much as to cause a tree or blade of grass
for this law not being enforced. Buildings or places where
to grow. That man (meaning Gregory Page) has never
:
The Home of Hart Schaffner
gambling is allowed can be closed. Why are no buildings
done anything for any one but himself
on
common
that
is
closed?
It
is
in
knowledge
gambling going
& Marx Clothes
"We all know, and have known that the tax situa
Gallup and McKinley county every day and night. The law
tion is odious and it is used as a means of forcing people
against gambling can be enforced. Buildings and places where
to do business at certain institutions, (meaning the in- -'
is carried on should be closed.
gambling
stitutions of the Gallup State Bank and the Gallup Merare thriving in our midst. Bootleggers can
Bootleggers
to
cantile Company) and is used as a means to drive peo--,
be rounded-uit is not necessary to wait for an occasional
and
WHO REMEMBERS : When A. T. Hannett filed suit
conscience
dictates."
to
vote
what
to
their
contrary
pie
visit by prohibition officers to make raids on bootleggers. There recover some
money which he gave an Albuquerque publisher,
v
"Now, I know very well that everything I say here
is a way to handle the matter, and Sheriff Roberts and Judsre
short-hansaid publisher announcing that he would support a Repubu-caI have no doubt as
is being taken down in
Schauer have been handling the matter in a very satisfactory
to the estimable young lady's ability and truthfulness,
for office instead of a Democrat, which was to the ofew weeks, making the
the
last
net
way
during
n
but the people who have employed her (meaning
the county quite a nice sum of money. Now, what should be bjections of Hannett, and Hannett sued for the recovery of
H. C. Denny and the editor of The Gallup Herdone with these bootleggers and their cases is to turn them cash. And, the said Albuquerque publisher, then known M
ald) do not enjoy that confidence."
over to the Federal authorities so that our Government can political hypocrit, and who is now a
' Could
political hypocrit,
anything be more "unscrupulous" than the remarks get every cent out of them possible. They are
in reply to Hannett's
Hannett being
about
suit, something
of A. T. Hannett in his keynote speech, as quoted? Is there They are not worth a tinkers dam to our country. If they small size
he could au
who
think
that
to
lawyer
appeared
see
the "unscrupulous" are foreigners, deport them. Their places should be closed. tne
any man with a sane mind who can't
of
antics
the
Albuquerque A publisner. OUDUaue
intent of A. T. Hannett in making such remarks at the very There is only one way to enforce our laws and that way is to ,bodvpolitical
vpr hear A nf Hnnff
lKunnprnue
first gathering of his fellow Democrats in the campaign?
ENFORCE THEM. There is only one way to have our officers on a charge of libel? The two are now as thick as winter mo
GalA.
both
H.
"The
Hannett
uses
to enforce the laws and that way is for the public to get be- - lasses.
2nd. It is known that
City News" as his organs of mind our officers with a LAW ENFORCEMENT SENTIMENT.
lup Independent'' and "Carbon
Let the good work go on.
publicity. We call attention to "The Gallup Independent" of
A POLITICAL CRIME: One of the greatest politicat
October 26, 1922, which was during the time of last campaign,
Owl
.
BEG PARDON: Once upon a time we felt a bit humble, Crimes Of tho ntra ia tVia fonf tViot o manv nfiODle
end in that issue you will find considerable space taken up
.
a
Government
about
how
much it costs to run our
snap
iust to nrint a copy of a chattel mortgage given by The Gallup and meeting face to face with A. T. Hannett in the lobby of main
VlOW mt" '
i10
fV,i
.1
wuug muai ui us are concernedj auuui
Herald to the Gallup State Bank, said mortgage being first put the Harvey House, just before Kiwanis lunch time, we spoke. we
we cj
much
can
out
how
of
get
our Government not
on record of March 23, 1920, and yet not printed for the pub- Our reply was about as cordial as we might expect coming from
lic till October 26, 1922. What was this done for? We feel a Jersey shoat, a grunt, as though a burr acorn had. supped help or save our Government. Then, when taxes go "J0"
we kick ai rne party m political power, vu
r
that we would be insulting the intelligence of the public to off a sore tooth. We beg your pardon.
"P
in
keep
but
vote
power
and
out,
another
in,
time
when
the
a
at
party
political
ask such why was this done
xxr anf aTfrivDiron
com n realize l"81' .:.
IT WAS OUR FIRST : When the editor of The Gallup schemes
campaign was on? And why are other chattel mortgage
Government
is
our
and
went
that our Governmeu
to
Government,
not published for the public?
his
Herald unfolded
shedding light for
bedding and
what
we
just
make
it.
. '!
The act of publishing a copy of the chattle mortgage giv- - A. T. Hannett, one of the first things was an invitation to a
f llarch 23, 1920, during the heat of a political campaign, banquet. We went. Two or more of the fellows took occasion
icratk
and
point out "our mayor," but to this day not one. of them of- ...."HOUSE-T-Boththtwt
Republican
Vta aa act of as "unscrupulous" politics as ever escaped the to
fered to fetch forth "our mayor," or to bring hither ye editor ouue central committees will keep open nouse
v
nf
r;ars cf .. fcU.
,
r e issue of that same paper "The Gallup for an introduction. We smelt a mouse then, and it's been years in order to keep the public informed as to both sides
'
political move. The public axe entitled to all inform"0r.
l:" :;adnt" of October 26, 122, appeared a classified ad smelling ever since.
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THE GALLUP HERALD, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9, 122
Miss Maude McDermott, manager
n
of the
station of the Western Union Telegraph Co., is in Albuquerque attending the Telegraphers
Convention,

Attorney J. W. Chapman was in
re Monday on legal matters.

bants

NOTICE

L B. Reeder, proprietor of the
Army Store, made a business trip to
Flagstaff, Arizona, this week, going
over Sunday and returning
Make your Holiday a pleasure by
eating at the Manhattan Cafe. Adv.

SKATES

Mrs. Rose McGuire has charge of
tne corset department ot the Law
renee Department Stores.

AND

call

the time of
and
year for Skates
Now is

Sleds

'

at

Mail your Xmas parcels early.

'

The Manhattan Cafe is the popular
place to eat. Service and satisfaction
and the public appreciate such. Adv.

L. G. SHANKLIN

FOR SALE: Hamilton Player Piano. Good Condition.
Price $350.00.
Can be seen at the 0. K. Barber Shop.
2t

Hardware

Furniture

Lebeck & Wylie, the popular men's
store on Coal Avenue advertise in this
issue a season-en- d
reduction in prices
on suits and overcoats in order to
LOCALS
GALLUP
maintain their policy in keeping their
stock free of
The prices
they quote are attractive, considering
AND HAPPENINGS
the quality of merchandise handled
by this firm.
here
been
has
who
J S. Morrow,
for' some time, has gone to Denver,
See the Flapper Dolly Hat Frames.
Mr. Marrow is an expert accountant.
Every little girl will want one for
SumSix different styles.
Xmas.
Adv. tol2-1Mrs. Glass of Farmington was in mers Millinery.
the city this week visitnig with her
Misses Veida Voorhees and Mamie
children, Mrs. H. P. Powers and Miss
and Evans were out of the city during
Genevieve Glass, and Rolland
"Whitie" Glass.
Thanksgiving week, enjoying a
"left-overs-

concert was enjoyed.

If your property is worth having it
by an insur-anc- e
Stamped Luncheon, Buffet and is worth being protected this
agency.
policy written by
Dnuer Sets, stamped ready for working, Flosses of all kinds, also finish- "Do it now." Phone, call or write.
ed sets, for your Holiday gifts. Sum- Chas. W ..Davis Insurance Agency,
Adv.

to

12-1- 6.

.

attend.
Signed: .

r . o. Mapei.
Sharp Hanson.
o
shopping days are here.

This bank will welcome your account, no
matter how small. You may open an interest-bearinaccount with $1 or more. Make your
decision today.
g:

I&nley County Djiii

THE HIGH SPOTS
vwv

Gallup NewMexico

name

im
winnfnn
vasvvv in
j .tuvmvi vv hitrrrpQt

hnx-offi-

V.

ft t)&It ITlAnV
nirtlirod.
times better than "The Sheik." Never
has there been such a lover as Valen
tino in "Blood and band.
Here is Lila Lee, beautiful ana sym
pathetic.
e
na naiui, a
is
Contrasting,
Mor-lminrhar. ft lurinir temD- CUUH
tress, who made the bravest man in
Spain, the greatest of bull fighters,
forget honor, love and the adoration
of the multitude.

in mintinn

presentation.
will more delight the
one you love best than a diamond from our remarkable colNo

-

Ail

gift

lection.

ORGANIZED 1904

sr-ooon-

r

There is nothing more desirable, more attractive and more
diacherishable than a well-cut

mond.

Rex

Full and complete line
Jewelry, Fine Watches and

to be found in a High-clas- s
Jewelry Store.
Remember that a small deposit will save for you just the
present you want for Xmas.

--

Open Evenings

i naay,

will hp n ft ft. cularly interested in next weeks Rex
Theatre program, commencing ouir-- 1
0 Thnmfts Meiirhan
presents "Our Leading Citizen," This
is an excptionauy une prouucuun.
n.'Afnvd rtafimw

Until

a

Christmas
SHOP

Theatre, Thursday ana

December 14 and 15.
-- o
T f ..,..
Ymna trift h anmethinir
useful. You will find them at the
Army Store. Adv.

of.

1

Tirnn in at the Manhattan Cafe
cup of good coffee. Adv.

for

T..t vnur Ymna cifts be something
useful. You will find them at the
Army Store. Adv.

EARLY

4ttnrnpv

H. C. Dennv

was

in

The road to success hasn't utf
places to sit down and rest
The last syllable in industry is try.

I

I

toovvro

.'

A divorce suit is the oppiste to a
union suit.

edBook

v

assssssssssssssssn

A cheater cheats himself
best things in life.

out;

of

203 W. Coal Ave., Phone

248.

Adv.

came in from
Ed Vanderwagon
Elsie Quinn was called to
on business. He returnZuni
Monday
account
of
on
week
this
Farmington
the illness of her sister, Mrs. Wynn. ed Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Spencer, of
Mail your Xmas parcels early.
Albuquerque were visitors in uauup
Mrs. Jos. R. Gaines is with the Lawr- during the week.
ence Department Stores for the holiTatted Baby Caps and Bootees, also
day shopping season.
handkerchief, towel ends, and pillow
MiHim that cometh to me I will in no case tatting by yard. Summers
Adv. to 12.16.
wise cast out John 6:37.
llinery.
Mrs.

Lov in a cotatge isn't
have some groceries.

Second Fleer Plan.

.

so

....

bad if yoa

WTlMA

GALLUP
"OUR TOWN"

1

Tit,

J

T

1

t

Al

M

IN

.

Two-Stor-

chil-Hrp-

two-ce-

THE VERGE OF INCREASED PROSPERITY
Our mines are working, our farmers and stock men are
feeling good over the abundant moisture
IS ON

THE GALLUP DURANGO

RAILROAD

to
built. McKinley county is going
v
to be drilled for

OIL

Are The Best Investment In GALLUP
Terms Easy
Prices Right

AND

.

UNEQUIPPED Cleaner

x,

12-1-

COTTAGE HEIGHTS LOTS

Mckinley

'''

THEN;

slx-rooi-

spa-clou-

Real Estate Now, and Realize on this increase in
value.

B

BLACICSR1ITH

f.

"

All of these things mean increased real estate values. Take a tip from us and buy some GALLUP

-. .

tsifcfe

Wn
-,.reopie wno say u
the Rex has been referred to and It Is one making any progress are not.
!f
JEWELER and OPTICIAN
- which will be
rwomhof 1!?. Gloria Swanspoken about and apllicabici ivtvinv.
son presents "Her Gilded Cage. ; Very preciated by the family and callers
We can all be thankful this Thanksfew picture prouuctions excei una uuc. nearly every day. Added cosiness Is giving that most of us have sense
,
room through the fireplace enough to be thankful.
machine. given the
New
HEMSTITCHING
and double bookcases which are built-iand
to
eis
Ave.,
Warren
A FRED NIBLO
horn
Corner
at
work.
to
feel
best
Th
good
way
features. Over each section of
''
PRODUCTION North 4th Street. .
there.
i
the bookcase Is a window opening stay
id
art
tinr nnol i CtraTl(
Bl" " which, properly, should be set with
Judge XIUIUS OLCailUft
The man who flies to pieces has to
"Blood and Sand" is a Fred Niblo
Most of us thought it was glass, as sufficient light has already
lrpflnv.
himself.
collect
in
an
expert
production. Mr. Niblo is
been provided for and art glass gives
impossible.
putting on plays of live, virile plot,
be
will
that
approved
color
of
a touch
A little brown purp, just a scrafftf
with a colorful foreign atmosphere.
by all.
was wending his weary way.
You'll recall his "Mark of Zorro" and
scroot,
He'd scamper here and then back he a
LOOK
"The Three Musketeers."
TO
Dining room, kitchen and pantry are
GOOD
He spent a. year in and around Seconveniently grouped at the rear of scoot, for he longed for a bit of ptaf.
This dog, you see, is a poor outcast;
ville and Madrid, Spain, the locale of
the house. This means a considerable
world is his home, and so, he walks
the
"Blood and Sand" and is thoroughly
for
work
the
lady t
...kilo than ha travaU fast!
saving in time and
familiar with the native life he was
LIVE
TO
ROOD
"
of the house, an advantage which she he has ho
place to' go.
called upon to portray in this picture.,
often.
with
a wan
will
home
is
a
very
There
Rex
The
Ah!
praise
at
and
Sand"
See "Blood
Even the smallest bedroom has bright light, says this dog and Mas
Theatre next Thursday and Friday,
two windows while the larger rooms tails wags fast 111 park myself on
December 14 and 15.
of Most sad the front and rear of the home that norch tonight a real place to
y
Dwelling
"
'
i
have three. And they are all located sleep at last
Mail your Xmas parcels early.
Pleasing Appearance.
The place ne picxea was mwniw
excellently with reference to the bath.
just the finest place to stay.
The trailing vines shown at each end great;
But the dog was wrong for, at any
Tnnu T.nnP7 and Rav Pickard are
of
a
and
of the porch
covering
part
r
away
rate, he was shortly chased
in Los Angeles where they will spend HAS ABUNDANCE OF WINDOWS
the chimney are such an addition to
So, on he went, with his tail hunjf,
the winter.
can
the charm of the scene that they
low, till he came to a lowly shack,
considered a part of the An old oil lamp gave a dimmish glow
Miss Clara B. Turner has gone to Exoellent Example of Fair 8ized Homo almost be
finished product and planned ' for with a welcome at Its back.
Kansas City to attend school.
Bedroom
With
Large Enough
The lowly purp dragged pis shiverwhen the home Is planned.
to this home that was
to Deserve Name Will AccomNew shipment of Congoleum Rugs,
This attractive, substantial home ing framedown. The sound of
tumbling
of
Six.
disof
modate Family
beautiful patterns. See them on
can readily accommodate a family
voices came and the mongrel
!
six adults and If baby beds are used turned around.
play. Edward Hart, hardware. Adv.
,
RADFORD
A.
comfortBy WILLIAM
be
can
A youngster's race at we winaow;
w- - tiriii(nn,
UaAtnrd
k
will answer a still larger family
able within Its walls
O
Shoan Gonzales and Tiodar Garcia jueatlons and give advice FKEBto the
And thnn. of course. SI YOU
atiAa
all Bubjecta pertaining
are in the White Mountains enjoying COST on
of
Uia readers
this
have
lor
would
guessea scraggi? , J"
man
n
ef
think
a
building,
ura
Via
va
ubject
ii
might
the sport of chasing wild turkeys.
paper. On account ot nis wio eirono.ii;
make a fine boss until he gets the job. was let inside.
he
Manufacturer,
and
Author
Editor,
was hprfl durinsr the as
t v
Is, without doubt, the highest authority
week from Los Angeles looking after on all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
oil interest developments in tnis sec- to William A. BaUford, No, MB Prairie
avenue, Chicago, 111., and only Inclose
tion.
stamp for reply.
YOU DONT SEND YOUR WATCH TO A
Just received a new stock of linoIs well in planning the home to
It
leum .inlaid and printed. The price make it a little larger than strict
is rieht. Edward Hart, hardware
necessity may require. This may be
Adv.
done at an added expense which Is very
Sheriff Bob Roberts went over to slight over the outlay were one less
Albuquerque Wednesday on business. room or smaller rooms to be arranged.
"
.
n
house Is an excellent
This
Mrs.
Mr.
and
The two children of
a fair sized home with
r H Witf vf Whitewater. Cecil and esample of
bedrooms large enough to deserve
WHY SEND YOUR CLOTHES TO SpME
Thelma, have returned home after
the name and not Just closets massome time in St. fttery nospitai.
querading as bedrooms. The living
and kitchen withFOR SALE Baby buggy, good room, dining room
are comfortably
condition, made of reed. Apply at out being overgrown
over
Postal Telegraph office
large. And yet when you talk
this plan with your lumber dealer or
Dr. E. C. Ely left Monday for Pheo-ni- contractor he probably will tell you
.
We operate the most modem cleaning and' dyeing
Arizona, after his visit in Gallup that there would bo no great saving
with Rev. V. B. Clark, of the Baptist of money were It built as a
plant between Albuquerque and Prescott.
church.
house.
Probably one of the most appreciat- s
Beautiful hand made handkerchiefs
Our cleaning department is under, the personal supthe
for Ladies and Gents. Also fancy ed features of this plan is
ervision of Mr. H. B. Rogers, formerly with the City Dye
unnA moHo cnllnr. I cuff and tuxedo
I1U11
front
porch. It extends entirely
life-tim- e
front sets. Summers Millinery.-Ad- v.
Works, of Los Angeles. Mr. Rogers has made a
across the front of the house, giving
feet
8
delicate
to
of
depth.
fabrics,
24
feet
by
tt a width of
study of the cleaning and dyeing
and Inviting looksubstantial
Anil
how
work.
Roy Woods is now coal inspector for
specializing in ladies fancy
!
four pillars turned from
the Gallup American Coal company, ing It IsseemThe
Is built
house
the
to
sny
toWintr the nlace of W. A. Porter. Mr. wood
The base and cap
well to last long.
Porter has gone on his vacation.
flare that Is
Mrs. Brian B. Dunne and baby symmetrical and pleasing to the eye.
.
loft tnr hnmn Thursday af Another decorative
iuu.u ...Mih aflrla
Is the cirter. i a visit of several days inIfu.Gallup
appearance
.. A
to the exterior
GOOD TAILORING
THE SIGN OF
Wltn Mrs. uunnes parents, aw. aim cular head window at the top center ot
now
Dunne
Is
Mrs. Edward Hart. Mrs.
window
This
story.
lives in Santa Fe. Little baby Cath- the second attractive
1VU
by an Ingenious
erine won such a warm place in the made more of
.;
shutters.
the
Hart
arrangement
hearts of Grandma and Grandpa
Another feature which Is quickly
that it was with much regret to let
them go, but they promised to come noticeable from the outside, but even
back real soon, and we shouldn't be more appreciated from within, is tna
thnr. thfi "real Roon"
kit mimi-iiiaThe triple
abundance of windows.
means that Grandma will go to Santa window across the front of the living
Fe.
room takes In more than
f.

is going to be

tat

The man who holds his own hoi
his tongue.

2oor

Santa

Fe monday looking after legal

F. W. Wurm

HE

n

Mail your Xmas parcels early.

E. P. Sellard was called to Little
ory settlement in case of loss. Chas.
Phone Rock, Ark., this week on account of
W. Davis Insurance Agency.
248. Adv.
the serious illness of his father. Mr.
Sellard's father is 70 years of age,
a and fears are entertained that he will
Mrs. Perry Coon entertained
Mr. Sellard's daughter
not recover.
number of her friends for Thanksgiving dinner, after wrich a Radio accompanied him.

mers Millinery.

DIAMONDS

small deposit now will reserve for you the diamond you
wish to select for Christmas

".

.

Only the largest and best companies are represented by this agency,
assuring you or prompt and satisfact-

Will you need money five yean from now?
Your opportunity to invest advantageously, perhaps to buy an interest in your employer's business, may come at almost any time. ;

A

a.

Complete
Assortment
of both

CHRISTMAS

F. A. Landis of Denver, is now with
the Lawrence Department Stores in
the shoe sales room.

to

TII2

MONEY QUZSTfCn

.
Holiday
- jn,a .ia vulnnhlu
V.,VW. ba.l.G
..vw.w. Mftkfl VOUf
purchases early and eat at the Man
I OU will save uwii
hattan Uaie.
time and money. Adv.

102 W. Coal

H. B. Rogers arrived from Los
Angeles Monday, with the intention
of making Gallup his home. Mr. Rogers will have charge of the cleaning
and dyeing department of The De
Luxe Cleaners
Tailors. Mir. Rogers has been wi .r. the City Dye Works
of Los Angeles for the past three
years, and is an expert in his line.
"Rebel" and Ray are indeed fortunate in securing the services of
such a man.

a

We Have

4i jmt!

quested

FOR SALE A furnished home
with four lots near high school

SLEDS

PLANNING AK2AD CM

is to notify all stockholders of
the Bryan Harvester Co. that a meeting will be held at 7:30 Monday evening, December 11, 1922, at the Roma
hotel, Gallup, New Mexico, ueorge
Rrvnn actefutorl hv Aft. f!ftnwpll. will
address the meeting, and inform our
stockhtouers as to the progress oi me
All stockholders are re
comuany.
This

iwff

nrlTn
i
count y am
4

INVtSIMtm va.

H. W. YERSIN, PRES.

A

""

rnn.m

J

tt

two-thir-

Let the Manhattan Cafe supply f the front expanse of that room and
your wants during tne noiiaay sea makes it assured that It will always
son. Adv. be well ventilated and cheerfully
Rouse was in Santa Fe Mon
CM.
as a witness in the matter oi tne

day

lighted.
As we"

step

Inside we

are

In a

good-size-d

reception hall with the stain
Town of Gallup Budget before the
for the top floor directly ahead of ua.
State Tax commission.
At our right Is the living room which
Let your Xmas gifts be something Is 16 feet by M feet 6 Inchee In dimenuseful. You will find' them at the sions. The bright,
feature
'
Adv.

Army Store.

The DeLuxe Clearisrov
and Tailoiro
REBEL & RAY, Prcpi. .

PHONE

11

DELIVEHY C
GIVE US A THAL

?!
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bebrnd it. The only
failure a man ought to fear in lail-n- r
in eleveing to tb purpose he tees
to be beet tieorge fciiot.
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The :
$50,000 Operation
:

--

.J

f-

t

-

.

Inc.

D,

cars handled by
:
agency permits the live merchant to do busi-- e
comfortable
nest with those who desire a
car as well as those who desire the larger
and more luxurious car at a medium price.
,.
X7E invite comparison with other cars in the same
vv
price class as to materials, construction, riding
qualities and economy of operation.
'PHE greatly increased demand for Overland and
'
cars is due largely to the expressed
Willys-Knigsatisfaction and enthusiasm of our present owners.
INVESTIGATE the used car market and you will
discover that used Overlands of present design
cars are rare
move at good prices and Willys-Knigamong used car stocks.
Willyt-Knig-

bt

high-grad-

low-pric-

ed

ht

ht

OVERLAND PRICES

..
Roadster...
Touring

... . . .$525

525

WILLYS-KNIGH-

Coupe
Sedan

.$795
875

Sedan

....

........

......

PRICES

T

Touring. . .$1235
1235
Roadster . . .
1795
Coupe.
ss.

. .

7

Pass.

. . . .$1950
Touring, . . 1435
2195
Sedan

....

TP von have or can command the facilities to establish
high-grarepair shop and local sales organization,
write
de

.

INC.

WILLYS-OVERLAN-

Sales Division, Toledo, Ohio

HERE'S A CHRISTMAS
GIFT FOR YOU
THINK!

ACT!

thhCs are happening in our world. Big things are htp.
ear nation. Big things are happening in our state. It
ia
fwalag
ia year duty to tee that year family has access to the sources
wf infermatiea.
The ealy way to knew is through regular reading f reliav-U- e
..
. ,
,
newspaper. .
Big

Here is aa snusual opportunity to provide year family with
Bach newspapers during the eominf year..
For $8.00 payable with your order on the coupon below you
ay receive THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD daily and Sunday
THE GALLUP HERALD for one year.

,

The regular subscription price of THE ALBUQUERQUE
HERALD is 85 cents per month, $10.20 per year. The regular
subscription price of THE GALLLUP HERALD is $2.00 per year,
Total, 11120.
If you take advantage of this special offer between now and
Christmas Day. you can have both for $8.00, a Having of $4.20.
Ton know THE GALLUP HERALD. It gives you the home
news reliably every week.
THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD is the leading and fastest
growing aewspaper of the southwest. Owned and operated by a
snail group of practical newspaper men it is independent in poli.
tics, amply financed, ably conducted.' It is building a fine new
building la Albuquerque exclusive for H use, installing new color
ptvoaea and other modern equipment and is alraedy issuing a four,
's
peg's colored comic section and magazine action with each
paper. It has the complete leased wire news reports of all
the great press associations entering the southwest It is illustrated with splendid, timely pictures. It carries novels and short
stories by the beat writers. It is supplying a 100 per cent complete newspaper service. Yea will find it invaluable and a friend
ami adper ia your home.
Get both these papers for your family. If you act now The
Herald will be started Imawdlatcly and your subscription will
the entire calendar year, 1123, without extra cost
Sun-say-

CLIP THIS COUPON TODAY

THE GALLUP HERALD
P.

a BOX

M7, GALLUP, N. M.
Enclosed find $3.00 for which have The Gallop Herald and the
Albuquerque Herald, Daily and Sunday, mailed to address below
date, to January 1, 1134.
'

Name

She was born in October, 1845, ine
parent-acParis, but she was of Dutch
and of Jewish descent, though in
wish she
with iter- father's
'
Ml'VUIUWivc "
was baptised a Koman Catholic, andp
received her education at tne uranu-chamCatholic convent, near the
--
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Insures Your
Child's Health
This Polar Cub Electric Hatter
U.
cuuorca warn

u

and happy, the sick eomf orUblt, Aha,
iL- hail Mltl
I ...
ti i 1. f ,
down all for the small pries of $1. '
1

m

y

bnutiful
Thill
tltcfric haters an
Stint

fast

ynn

today.

Get

GALLUP ELECTRIC
LIGHT AND POWER CO.
Polar Cub Electric He.ttr.

Saint-Marti-

Twn PAPFRS rnp
PRICE

d

ernacle.

Never keep your hands in your
pockets when there is a job on them.

Trade with the

City

AND GET THE BEST MEATS THAT MONEY CAN BUY

One might have wondered what It
was doing while Mr. Fotheringay, looking like a distressingly fat turkey, was
being carved. But such speculations
are sternly discouraged among physicians and surgeons, especially of Professor Openhlm's eminence. The last
stitches were drawn and the suturing
A horrid thought struck
completed.
all those about the table simultane-

Foth-Inpay'-

Young Solomon.
Elinor Olyn, the daring novelist,
said at a Coronado tea:
"Youth has strange ideas. I taw a
composition that a Los Angeles boy of
fourteen wrote the other day on The
Agea of Man.' The composition ran

Prompt Delivery

Phone 64

Hemdershott & Sawyer
f

T
?T

WATCH

?

My Windows for

J?

t

tPEC

?T
?T

t Sales and Real Bargains
A.

I

EVERY

Tunesday

like this:
" There are three ages of man. One,
When we are young we think of the
sins we will commit when we grow

up. This Is the Age of Innocence,
" Two, When we grow op we commit these sins. This Is called the
'
rrime of Life.
" Three, When we are old we are
committed then. Tan to
sorry
,v '.'
oOg.'

v

it

w

i

i

and Friday
it

i

i

ONE

But the new tariff will not prove
as elastic as the stories that were
published against it before its enactment. St. Louis Times.

Market

shock well. He was still unconscious,
and he had not stirred from first to
last. Only the stertorous breathing
had indicated that Mr. Fotheringay's
soul still Inhabited Its earthly tab-

ously.
Suppose a sponge or a pair of for
ceps had been left In Mr. Fotheringay's wound!
They counted the sponges and the
Nothing had been
forceps eagerly.
left behind. Afld in his hand the operating surgeon held the metal disk
s
tbnt hud been taken out of Mr.
body.
Mr. Fotheringay was wheeled out of
the operating room, through the anesthetic room Into the private room that
had been allotted to him. It was the
most magnificent private room In the
There lay Mr. Fotheringay
hospital
In bed, looking a little less fat and
and by his bedside sat a
turkey-like- ,
nurse, waiting for the moment when
Mr. Fotheringay might decide to open
his eyes.
Mr. Fotheringay had not opened his
eyes, but he was speaking. "Did they
find it? Pld they find It?" he asked
In a weak whisper.
an"Yes, yes, Mr. Fotheringay,"
swered the nurse.
"tit. Fotheringay stretched out bla
band. "Give It to me," he muttered.
The nurse took the metal disk from
the bureau and placed it In Mr. Foth
eringay's band. It was a' dime.

thf

OF

The Gallup Herald has made arrangements' with the Albuquerque
Herald whereby we can save our readers on the costs of their newspaper!.
The Albuquerque Herald is the BIG
DAILY newspaper of New Mexico. It
comes with all the fixins of a Big
City Daily, including the Sunday Comic Supplements in colors and all. The
monthly price of the Albuquerque
Herald is 85 cents. The annual mail
subscription price is $8.00. Under the
arrangements we have made, we will
furnish both the Albuquerque Herald
for one year and The Gallup Herald for one year for $8.00. This saves
you the price of The Gallup Herald,
which is $2.00 per year. Dont pot
it off. Do it now!

none.

The operation was drawing to an
end. Mr. Fotheringay had borne the

And Every Member of Your Family

READ!

from girlhood until her death,she said
"I never think of years,"
to me.
"They mean nothing
Her name was Roswe. But it was
as Sarah "the Divine Sarah -t- hat
she was known to the world.

d

to cstsbllsh a sales and service
csncy in tpis community

nd

in her prime

Saint-Mart-

ANTS
QVKLAND
mm

...v pomtiardt was

IIH'V9

French capital.
t. m.o against her wish, and again.
to please her father, that, in 1858, she
entered the Conservatoire, to prepare
herself for a career on the stage.
She was a prizewinner, both in comedy and tragedy, but attracted little
Openhlm had .been summoned by spe- attention when she made her debut at
cial train from Chicago.
the Comedie rancaise in 1862, in a
The table containing the Inanimate minor role in Racine's Iphegenie, and
form of Professor Openhlm's patient later in burlesque at the Porte
and the Gymnase.
was wheeled Into the operating theaWon Fame Young
ter adjoining. The benches were
students
Joining the company at the Odeon,
parked with serious-faceand many medical men of the city, however, she won success as Cordelia
who had assembled to see something in a French version of King Lear and
and
removed from the stomach of Mr. as the queen in Hugo's Ruy Bias,
22 she already ranked as an actress
at
Fotheringay.
of the first class.
Mr. Fotheringay bad swallowed a
4
From that time forward her fame
So
metallic
round
object.
small, hard,
grew, and by 1872, when recalled to
had revealed. There th fVimeHie F&ncaise. she was the
much the
It lay, In Mr. Fotheringay's stomach in- greatest stage celebrity of her time.
Finally, quarreling witn ine manterfering with the processes of dishe left the Comedie abruptagement,
lobster
a
la
and
Kewburg
gesting
Europe and America, and
other viands such as are prepared for ly, toured
back in Paris, began her long
then,
men of Mr. Fotheringay's social posiartistic association with Cardou, who
tion.
wrote many plays for her in which
SARAH BERNHARDT
"How did you come to swallow she appeared with uniformly marveof
an officer of the same order
Mr.
asked
had
thntT" the surgeon
lous success.
signia
'
She was proprietr. 3s of the Porte in 1921.
Fotheringay.
She was a most patriotic Frenchn
from 1883 to 1893 and
"Must have been biting It," Mr.
in the latter year opened the Theatre woman and served her country effiFotheringay responded.
a hosRenaissance in Paris. In 1899 ciently in two wars, managingFranco-Prussiade
white-robewere
nurses
The
grouped cVio lafmmrl a lnrppr timiKP
n
nprpssnrv pital in the Odeon during the
in a solid phalanx about the operating
struggle and appearing on
took over the Theatre des Nations,
and
table. At least half a dozen of Pro- renaming it tne ineatre ftaran Bern- the stage for the soldier's benefit
fessor Openhlm's assistants were hardt. It was here that she appeared many times during the world conflict
Scornful of Conventions
present to assist. One had to hold in L'Aiglon, which proved so sucan actress of surthe forceps, another inserted sponges cessful that she essayed the role of Not only was she
won laurels
in the wound that was to be Inflicted Hamlet, in a French version of that passing merit, but she
as a painter and sculptress too, and
still
success.
another
scoring
were
play,
Others
Mr.
Fotheringay.
upon
wrote r number of creditable books
Often Visited America
simply there to lend prestige to Proand plays, of wnich her autobiography
Jn the meantime and in succeeding probably was best known.
fessor Openhlm and to dignify the day
years she made repeated tours of Eurfor it was a $50,000 operation.
She was married in 1892 to Jacques
Mr. Fotheringay was well known In ope and the United States, once with Damala, a Greek actor, but separated
the famous actor Coquelin, being re- from bim in the following year.
the city, not only as the richest man, ceived,
always and everywhere, with
Of the conventions she always was
but as the biggest skinflint imagin- the acclaim
of a queen.
scornful. "I was a mother," she said,
able. He was the sort of man who
In
due to an accident which "at 17 and a grandmother at 42. I
would foreclose on a widow's mort- was 1916,
supposed at first to be of slight pity the women who wait until they
a
child
from
starving
gage and turn
importance, Mme. Bernhardt lost her are 25 to become mothers. They are
Ms door. Nevertheless, such was the right leg at the knee. Doctors said old women before their children are
prestige of Mr. Fotheringay that even amputation could be avoided if the Trown.
his Incredible meannesses vanished Into patient would give up the stage, but
There is no difference between a
refused to do, and as soon
nothingness before the stupendous fact thissheshewas
able to get about on an man's and, a woman's responsibility
as
of his wealth.
artificial limb, resumed her theatrical as a citizen. If government fails or
The surgeon took his scalpel In his work.
is bad, both are to blame.
of
went
low
distress
a
and
sigh
hand,
The actress was mar- - times decorIn
the
an
Incision
made
be
as
body ated, including the Cross of the Leup
No one appreciates the perils of
of Mr. Fotheringay.
gion of Honor in 1913 and the in- - motoring like a pedestrian.
It seemed sacrilege. Only a men
with nerves so well attuned ns Professor Openhlm's could have ventured
upon the act. Nevertheless, once he
had begun he continued Just as If Mr.
Fotheringay had been an ordinary patient.
Professor Openhlm's hand did not
tremble in the least. Nor did the anesthetist's fingers shake as he slowly
and methodically let the ether drip
upon the cone over Mr. Fotheringay's
glass-toppe-

UILLYS-OVERLAN-
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SARAII BARIIHARDT

1

marl a tha avmbol
By HUBERT RAY
Tk vatnKtw
ox peace, oecaose n is someuung uuu lilllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillli?
we never arrive m.
oiumoia nee- - Copyright, mil, Wwttra Ntwipaixr Union.
ord.
j
"Breathe away! Breathe away, Mr.
Many a email boy it kept in after Fotheringay."
There was deference even in the
liAnl Kjwq iika hi father worked hift
arithmetic wrong. Watertown Stand voice of the anesthetist, and in the
ard.
way he deferentially placed the ether
cone over Mr. Fotheringay's nose, for
it "Break" of It wus a $50,(KO operation, and Mr.
factory fo the world Whether you ipell
t t;LU she!
r-- w
with the mm "Brake," a bad one gets you into Fotheringay was many times a millionaire.
trouble ureenviue neamonu
.s3 ttmt Journal.
Yes, that was Mr. Fotheringay, that
hulk lying unconscious upon the
tatle; that bloated bulk of a
man, to operate upon whom Professor
.
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WCK1E THE PRINTER'S DEVIL

By Charlei Sughnw
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STOP WASTE SAYS ASST.
POSTMASTER

THIS COBBLER TALKS
TURKEY
"Talking Turker means talking to the point And the point
li that I can lava you money
repair
through my
ervice.
,

My modern repair service does
not destroy the comfort of the old
shoe it merely makes that comfort more valuable to you by

retaining it at the same time
that it makes the shoe sound
and

watertight

Bring in those worn shoej and
let me fix them up.

CITY ELECTRIC

SHOE SHOP
F. A. MAZZA, Prop.

:

cases everything from a bird cage
LEGAL PUBLICATION
to a mouse trap. These are lost to
IN
THE
DISTRICT COURT WITHIN AND
both the one who sent them and the
FOR THE COUNTY OF McKlNLEY AND
one who should receive them because
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
somebody was careless in tying a knot The Gallup SUM Bank.
or used flimsy wrapping paper or corporation
Plaintiff.
put on a detective address.
No. 1983.
v.Curio
300
Navijo
Company, consisting, of
are
employees
Nearly
engaged Paul Kley, and
coD.
Kilborn.
J.
in correcting the common, preventunder the
doing business
partner
able errors of the people. The only style and firm name of the Navajo
reason the post office can stand this Curio Company ; and Paul Kley ; and
and Henry Dodgo.
drain of carelessness upon its resour- J. D. Kilborn,
Defendants,
ce is that the people pay the bill.
NOTICE OF SALB
Notice Is Hereby Given, that by virtue of an
There ought to be a gneral cam- order
f the court dated the 6th day of Depaign of education with the object cember, 1922, in the above entitled and numof impressing upon the people the im- bered cause which is a suit or action for the
foreclosure of
certain chattel mortgage,
portance of properly preparing and executed by thethatabove
named defendants as
addressing anything they put into the mortgagors, to the above named plaintiff,
as mortfrairee. bearine: date the 28th day
mail box.
of
1920, and for the establishment
Another waste, caused by sheer and February,
foreclosure of the lien of the plaintiff,
upon the Dcntonal property covered and des
thoughtlessness, arises from the cus- cribed
in said chattel mortgage, and for the
tom of many business houses holding
of a Receiver to take into his
their mail until the close of the busi appointment
poHHession
immediately all of the personal
ness day, when they release it to the property covered by said chattel mortgage.
to inventory, insure and advertise and
All ana
postoffice in a perfect deluge.
sell the same aa may be provided by law or
day, cancelling machines distributing further order of said court for the satiscases and other facilities for hand faction of the judgment heretofore rendered
in the above entitled
together with
ling mail lie practically idle, and just court costs and all other cause,
expensee and
after 5 p. m. they are taxed beyond of said Receivership, and all as morecharges
fully
from the files and rcords in the above
their capacity.
II people would sim- appears
entitled and numbered
the undersigned
ply change their mailing habits to the Receiver will, on the cause,
4th day of January.
extent of depositing their mail even 1W.3, at the hour of 10:00 o'clock
A. M , at
two hours earlier than they do at pre- the front door of the McKinley County Court
Wew Mexico, sell, subject
at
House,
uallup.
sent, it would revolutionize the Pos- to approval and confirmation by the court
tal Service.
at public vendue, to the h wheat bidder for
in one parcel, all of the personal pro
This article was written in the hope cash,
perty mentioned and described in and as covthut many people will adopt the idea ered by the aformentioned chattel mortgage,
of paying better attention to their for the satisfaction of said judgment hereto

GENERAL

Washington, D. C The importance
of due care and the disastrous results
of carelessness are so vital to the Pos
tal System that we quote the fol
lowing short sermon from the pen of
that brilliant writer, Dr. Frank Crane,
who' has given us his special permis
sion to use the same:
STOP THIS WASTE
By Dr. Frank Crane
The other day the postmaster at
Chicago had placards put on the motor
vehicles operating in the Postal Ser
vice reading as follows:
STOP THIS WASTE
25,000,000 Pieces of Mail Annually Are Delayed or Not Delivered at All Because They Are
not correctly Addressed or Improperly Packed
The postal authorities call our attention to the fact that there are
pieces cf ma that they must
handle three to seven times oftener
than they would have to handle if
they had been properly prepared.
And even after they have exhaust
ed every means of identification and
salvage they succeed in delivering
h
of
only slightly more than
that amount.
And this does not include vast quan
tities of circulars and newspapers
which are not properly addressed,
and which are destroyed because they
mail matter.
can not be delivered.
In Chicago there is one building
After all, the postoffice is the great
that is used as a storage place for public servant, and it behooves every
mail
of
and
obvious
value
for
of
mail
citizen of the country to make that
first class' which can not be delivered. servant as efficient as possible.
auc
contents
are
Twice a vear the
Much of the criticism leveled at the
tioned off, because there is no way post office is due to the carelessness
buildowners.
In
this
the
of finding
of the general public.
ing are bins of shoes, quantities of
John H. Bartlett,
automobile
dress
goods,
clothing,
First Ass't. P. M. General.
suit
parts and tires, sporting goods,
1

Have yon ever stopped to think
of the money which is wasted by
before
throwing away ahoes
their real usefulness la ended?

one-fift-

IN THE DISTRICT COURT,
COUNTY OF McKlNLEY,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE OF SUIT
State of New Mexico

HERALD
FOR QUICK

Plaintiff.

1946
vs.
Charles M. Gibson,
Defendant.
To the above named defendant:
Your are hereby notified that a suit
has been filed against you in the above
named court and county and state by
the above named plaintiff in which
she prays for a decree of divorce on
the ground ot desertion.
Your are further notified that un
less you enter or cause to be entered
your appearance in said cause on or
before the 2tth day ot January, litzi
a judgment will be entered against
you in said cause by default and the
relief, a decree of divorce for aeser
tion, as prayed for will be granted.
The name of the plaintiff's attorney
is Edmund R. French, whose address
is Gallup, New Mexico.
C. M. Rouse,
Clerk.
Alice L Rouse,
Deputy Clerk.

(SEAL)
(1376)

First

;
Pub. Nov. 25, 1922.
fore rendered in said cause, together with the
judgment fur attorney s fees, court costs and Last Pub. Dec. 16, 1922.
all other expenses and charges of said Receivership, the said personal property des
cribed in and as covered by said chattel mort-ajr- e
being more particularly described as fol
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
lows: Ihe entire stock of goods, wares, merchandise, curios, furniture, fixtures, equip- Department of the Interior U. S. Land
ment, and all other goods and personal proN. M., NovemSanta
Office
perty of the Navajo Curio Company, at Galber 21, 1922.
lup, New Mexico, located on Railroad Avenue,
David
Notice is hereby given
between First and Second Streets, in the Town
of Gallup, New Mexico, and all as more fully Martinez, of San Rafael, N. M. who on
described and set forth in that certain InvenMarch 3, 1921, made homestead
tory which on and after the Tenth day of
the Receiver will have on
1922,
December,
New
file
office
in his
in Gallup,
Mexico, for
Sec. 9,
SEVSE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
the inspection of any and all prospective purSection 10, Township 4 N., Range 17
chasers of said property.
STATE LAND SALE
West, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
Each bidder, before or at the time of bidmake three-yea- r
ding must deposit with the Receiver, a cer notice of intention
McKlNLEY COUNTY
tified check in the sum of Seven Hundred
to
.the land
claim
establish
pro
750-to
the
order i
Dollars, payable
i
of Public Lanoj.J 'i1'
IT r.
'i I L
Office of the Commissioner
'of Gregory Page. Receiver, as evidence of good aoove aescnoea, Deiore u. o. tiornmu-sione- r,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Rebe
the
sum
to
retained by
at Grants, Valencia Co., N. M.,
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to faith, such
in event the on the 4th
of an Act of Congress, ap- - ceiver as liquidated damages
the provisions
day of January, 11)23.
bid
be
and
the
should
bidder should
accepted
nrniod June 20. 1910. the laws of the State
Claimant names as witnesses:
thereupon fail or refuse to carry out the conof New Mexico, and the rules and regulareto
be
and
Ramon Chaves,
Atarque, N. M.,
tions of the State Land Office, the Commis- tract of sale thereby affected,
Nico-demsioner of Public Lands will offer at public turned to the bidder in vent his bid should and David Garcia
Jaramitlo,
to
bids
be
not
be
in
all
accepted,
writing,
sale to the hiirheat bidder, at 9 o'clock, A. M.,
and
Sanchez,
Apodaca,
Miguel
reReceiver
bidder.
and
the
The
by
of
signed
front
in
1923,
on Tuesday, February 20th,
serves the right to continue the said sale from of San Rafael, N. M. the court house in the town of Gallup,
hour to hour or from day to day as in his
County, New Mexico, the following opinion
A. M. BERGERE, Register.
may be expedient or necessary.
described tracts of land, vii:
Dated this 6th day or December,
1922, at
(1372)
.
1939.
NE4NV4.
No.
Mexico.
Nw
Sale
Gallup,
First Pub. Nov. 25, 1922.
GKEGORY
AGE,
SW'NEVi, Sec. 84, T. 17 N R. 10 W., All
Last Pub. Dec. 23, 1922.
U
Receiver.
Sec. 34, T. IK N., R. 6 W.. Lots 1 and 2, Sec.
(1403)
30, SWy4. Sec. 34, T. 19 N., R. 9 W., SWV4 First Pub. Dec. 9, 1922.
NWV4SEV4.
19112.
Dec.
NEV4SWV4.
Last
Pub.
30,
NEVi, SEVNWy
Sec 10, T. 19 N., R. 10 W: SvV4. Sec. 12,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
T. IK N R. 9 W., containing 1.368.39 acres,
NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF SUIT
of which 610 acres were selected for the Santa
ISOLATED TRACT
Fund.
Bond
19116
Railroad
No.
Fe and Grant County
'
PUBLIC LAND SALE
consist of wells, windmills, State ot Nw Mexico
)
The improvements
sa
turiks, troughs, pumps, corrals, houses, sheds,
U. S.
of
Interior,
Department
County of McKinley
and fencing, value 48,OO0.0.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Novin lne uismct court
for less than Carroll F. Sweeney.
No bid will be accepted
ember 2,1922.
the
THKEE DOLLARS
($3.00) ier acre, and
Plaintiff
as dirNotice is hereby given
successful bidder will be required to pev for
vs.
that exist on the land.
the improvements
ected by the Commissioner of
Jf. Sweeney,
Margarett
Fe
Santa
the
for
selected
land
Except for
Defendant
General Land Office, under provisions
and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund, the
To the above named Defendant; You are
c
rlta
nice 1") a - n..snnni
successful bidder will be required to pay at hereby notified that the above entitled action
?.ec- Of Llda b. WattS,
Dia-- 1
the time of sale one twentieth of the amount
the
in
commenced
has
been
you
application
against
Fe
Santa
the
for
selected
lands
and
for
bid,
tret Court of the State of New Mexico in andlfj0 042562, we will offer
public
and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund the for the. County of McKinley, the general ob- ,
bidder, but at
successful bidder will be required to pay one jects and purposes
of which are obtaining- Sale, to tne
at
four
10 0 ClOCK
tenth of the amount bid and interest
absolute divorce; and you are further noti- - less than $2.00 per acre,
balance. an
per cent in advance on the unpaid
fied that unless you enter your appearance in A. M., on the 28 day of December,
The succwsful bidder will be required to pay said cause before the 19th day of January,
next, at this office, the following
for advertising and other costs incidental to
be taken

at

ADYMtTOINO BATH I
luw. M taati wk kM
Par
poiat
awaah aa Una. Cask aaama
CanatiiH
bt taiafal
aad
pap tm ftl
oonpany order,
inatraona wanna.
,

tm

WANTED To Rent An Ajpart-me- nt
or small furnished house Ay-p- ly

at

Herald Office,

PROFESSIONAL
ijiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiHimc:

J. R. GAINES

i

DENTIST

Over VVurm'i Jewelry Store
Gallup, N. M.
illlimillllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIimilllllll

SWSW,
to

of
y

that

"OJ. "

The White Cafe
ROOM IN GALLUP

FOR THE USE AND ACCOMMODATION

cfUw. b'joI
at

hihpst

1923, judgment
by default,

CLUB

the

will

against

you

not

at T

of land NWV4NEK Sec. 26, T.

tract
thA
be furcopy of the form of contract will
The name of the Plaintiff's attorney la 13 N.. R. 14 West, N. M. P. Meridian,
nished on application.
whose post office address is
John
R.
McFie,
containing 40 acres.
All mineral rights In the above described Gallup, N. M.
,
lands are reserved by the State.
The sale will not be Kept open,
C. M. ROUSE,
reserves
Lands
Public
of
Commissioner
The
Clerk of the District Court of will be declared closed when those
the right to reject any or all bids offered
the state ot N. M.. in and for
the hour named have ceas
present
at this "le- the County of McKinley,
N. A. FIELD.
rne person maKing
ed bidding,
(1410)
Land.
of
Public
Commissioner
1922.
(4100)
Date of first publication Dee. 9,
highest bid will be required to imFintt Pub. Dec. 9, 1922.
Date of last publication Dec. 80, 1922.
mediately pay to the Receiver
Lust Pub. Keb. IX. 1923.

.

'

Accountant

!

McKinley County Bank Building

)

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO

;

.

EDMUND R. FRENCH
... Lawyer

Member Bar: Supreme Court UnHaf
States, Supreme Court of New
Mexico.
j
Office: 205 Coal Avenue.
'

MARTIN & CHAPMAN,
Attorneys-At-La- w

OFFICES:

Gallup, New Mexico.
DR. E. PARK SELLARD
'; t
Registered Optometrist
Latest Equipment for Properly Tat.
:

wz

isyea

f

POSTOFFICE BUILDING

DR,

i

ELLISON
DENTIST
';

M. M.

'

Gallup Clinic Building

New Mexiea

Gallup

out

at

OF CLUBS, BANQUETS, ETC.

-

J. S. MORROW

r

the

Flttsl
'

GALLUP, NEW MEXICO.

that

entry

i

F. W. WURM
Eyes Examined and GUsiea
by Specialist

Fe,

j.

EAT

HI

County of McKinley
Amelia Gibson,

to

GALLUP'S MOST POPULAR PLACE

HE

LEGAL PUBLICATIONS.

SEtt;

ONLY EXCLUSIVE

ll:, CL

Rm fet Ycr

Uruoa

ine
the

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
.' Practice Limited to:

Diseases

Genito-Uriaar- y

,.

as.

Diseases of the Slda
.mount thereof.
Anv nnrsons claiming adversely the Wasaermaa Laboratory in Connectiea
land are advised to
"HONE 866
file their claims, or objections, on or
Citizens Bank Building
before the time designated lor sale.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE, Register
(1357)
First Pub. Nov. 18, 1922.
RUIZ AOVERSON
Last Pub. Dec. 16, 1922.
above-describ-

AttorMys-At-La-

LEGAL PUBLICATION

Oust Plain Quality
Made for people who don't want

to throw away their money to
pay for premiums, fancy advertising stunts or.other expensive
frills just good baking powder
sold in full pound packages at a
fair price. It never fails !

To)

I4

in.

Cook Book of tested recipes
f BiS
for all purposes. Write today to

tt I
KLC

64-pa-

Rumford Chemical Works
East St. Louis,

111.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,N. U. S.
Mex.,
Land Office at Santa Fe,

w

Practice, in all Courts of
New Mexico and Arizona
JOHN WITT HENDIUX

November 4, 1922.
Pastor of The Methodist Chorea
Notice is hereby given that Neator
Residence 300 3rd Street.
N. Duran, of Gallup, N. M., who, on
Phone No. 288.
June 11. 1917. made Additional Home
stead entry, No. 025463, for NE
At Home in the Study 8 to 11:30 A. ML
And 7:00 to 8:30 P. M.
Ntto&y: ana
,
Section 30, Township 7 N., Range 20
Your Service At All Hours.
At
notifiled
M.
has
P.
Meridian,
W., N.
ce of intention to make three-yeclaim to the land
establish
to
proof,
above described, liefore U. S. Com
missioner, at Gallup, McKinley County, N. M., on the 11 day of --December, 1922.
Osteopathic Physician
Claimant names as witnesses:
Joe Tise, Mike Duran, Jokien Tise,
ACUTE and CHRONIC
and Tiofilo Duran, all of Gallup, N. ML
A,;. M. BERGERE, Register.
DISEASES '

msqw,

Sw;

ar

DR. MERVINE

First

Publication

Nov 11,' 1922.

Last Publication uec

y,

ivzz

COMMERCIAL
HOTEL
,

NOTICE
Gallup, New Mexico.

November 10, 1922. '
wiU our r
, What
On the above date my wife left my modern literature f
bed and board, and notice is hereby ihg quotation.,
given that I will not be responsible itory: "Her cor
lor ner aeota irom tne aoove aate.
vet over
t
d;" &9U.
Signed,
'
BaronL
Saturao
.'

v
i

r""

1" V.

ii

f.

ii

THZ GALLUP HERALD. SATUKJAKh
CONGREGATIONAL

GIBSON SOCIETY

NOTES

Sunday School hour
Sunday morning there wil lbe some
beautiful pictures on the "Children of

During the

Africa"

.LaJ

,

AM.UF. MEW MEXICO.

in Xv

".

v

TE

'.

UNLIABLE

I

AF5
lift
HAVE THE

FINEST ASSORTMENT
'I

ISC

,

t

THINGS
OP NICE
.......
1

f

,

,

u

and

'

Kawcwaw

an interesting

accom-pani-

BUT-

ng

talk.
At the Eleven o'clock Morning service Dr. Stark will speak on "The
World's Most Unique Religion."
There will be no "Worth While"
Service Sunday evening at the Congregational Church will join in a
at the Methodist
Union Service
Church.
of the
An important conference
Board of Trustees will be held next
Wednesday evening at 7:30 at tha
Manse.
The Woman's Circle will not meet

that there is always
Current to meet your Demand. In other words,
it's up to us to do Every- see

thing We Possibly Can to
keep that Battery Going
so strong and so long that
you'll Never Think of ' g
Anywhere Else to
have it looked after.
Go-'in-

,

Never mind what make it
is. We Take Care of

ALL BATTERIES

Oel-rich- o,

EVER SHOWN IN GALLUP

SOMETHING FOR
EVERY ONE
:
m THE FAMILY
r.22ny Beautiful And

lUcsM Thingo For
THE HOME
SAIiTA CLAUS HEADQUARTERS

FOR THE CHILDREN

fc. A.

Mr. John S. Morrow has gone to
Denver, Colo.
A letter from Mrs. Frank Evans
reports a good time at Eastern points
but a real desir eto be back. She ex
pects to return about the fiftenth.
Mrs. Dunkle is out of the city, via
iting her mother who is ill.
Rev. Stark asks that those who
have not finished up their Red Cross
work will please do so at once and re

A: WONDERFUL LOT OF

port to

Come In and Look Around. It is a
Pleasure For Our Clerks to Show
You About

Open Every Evening until
Christmas

o

We call attention to the advertise
ment in this issue of the McKinley
County Abstract and Investment Com
pany. As this paper goes to many
people in California, as well as to
other states, we advise all prospective
buyers to keep in touch with the Mc
Kinley County Abstract and Investment Company of Gallup, as this
company is in constant touch with all
real estate and oil and railroad developments in this section.

Gallup Y Popular Department Store

S U A 1 UrVK TtlTT

T

AHT

p

I

Rudolph Valentino will appear at
the Rex Theatre next Thursday and
Friday, December 14 and 15, in his
"Blood-an- d
Sand."

OALLVF. NEW MEXICO.

WHERE

PORTER

GOT

NAME

iLatoet Story Would Appoar to Bo tho
I

.

Trvt On,

antf Dootroyo Old
luoion, Say Writer.

II- -'

Famous

Naturalist,

When

a

Small

Boy, Decided Ho Would Bo

a King.

The first ambition

well-know- n

V

a2ty

tut

--

.tliak tiey

Tbe honeymoon is over when he
strata
chewing tobacco again.
know vfcat
Only European crowns worth any
thing are the ones dentists pvt tat

114 Railroad Ave.

Phone 112

r

Mr. P. G. STUMP, ORGANIC?,

Wall

Tom Hughes and Wm. Kimsey are
the proprietors of a new meat market
opened at No. 5 Mine.
MVc W. B. Jonhson and Mrs. Jones
were out from Gallup, doing some
Christmas shopping luesuay.
Miss Ball, Miss Johnie Spiller, Mrs.
Quinn and Mrs. Graff returned from
the teachers convention, at Albuquerweek.
que the first of the
who atAmong the camp people Wlomen
s
tended the Tea given by the
Club at Gallup, were Miss Bell, Mrs.
Wm. Kimsey, Mrs. Irick and Mrs. Ed-

SUNDAY

win

i

WEEKLY NEWS

MONDAY
Repeating
SUNDAY'S

Jones.

PROGRAM

TUESDAY

at a six o'clock dinner Thursday.
Mr. John McGeerer, who has been
confined to his home on account of
illness, is able to be .on duty at the
shaft again,
Mr. and Mrs. John Pitts entertained at five hundred on Friday evening to the following guests: Miss
Helen Ball, Mr. and Mrs. Bingham,
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Bryden and Mr.

Gloria Swanson in
"HER GILDED CAGE"

Century Two Reel
"FRESH

;

Repeating
"HER GILDED CAGE"

Lawrence Hickman,
The Alter Society are giving a Bazaar and dance at the Gibson Theatre
Saturday evening. Lunch will be
served during the evening.
Mrs. Rudy Humis and young son
were calling on friends in Gibson last
Tuesday.
Mrs. J. N. Redding entertained the
A luncheon
Alter Society recently.
consisting of shrimp salad, olives,
cake . and coffee was served during
the evening. Among those enjoying
the occasion were the Mesdames Redman, Becker, Grouting, Woods, Dooley

THURSDAY
Rudolph Valentino in
"BLOOD 'AND SAND"

'

Snub Pollard Comedy
"PUNCH THE CLOCK"

FRIDAY
Repeating
"BLOOD AND SAND"

Pitts.

SATURDAY
Jane Novak in
"JAN OF THE

BIG SNOWS"

Two reel comedy
"OUR GANG"

WEEKLY NEWS
Coming

Soon:

Priscilla Dean in
"UNDER TWO FLAGS"

and numbers Bein high esteem,
friends by her acquaintances. Th
young married couple left Wednesday evening for San Diego, California. This couple have the very best
wishes of their many friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Louie Kahns and Mn.
Lillian Wilson had Thanksgiving din
i
ner at El Navajo.
Mrs. Sam Dimon entertained at a
lovely five course dinner Monday
evening, in honor of Judge Reed Hot
Ionian, of Santa Fe. Those present
wre Mr. and Mrs. Chas. McCallick,
Mrs. James Brown, Judge Hollomin,
and Mr. and Mrs. Sam Dimon. ; r
o

Let vour Xmas gifts be something,
useful.' You will find them at tat
Army Store. Adv.

Imported crockery. See our lovely
English designs. Edward Hart,
hart-war-

Adv

The man who runs around goes
a circle.

It is fine for colleges to ton
everything, bit college it. student
- ;
,
shouldn't think they know

Wjj
f

A woman's idea of being
sometimes better than her huiDSBBi
idea of being good.
,

When a man becomes disappoint
he goes around blaming
world in general for it.
;
in love

tonsomepst-terns-

Near Haviland ware,
beautiful designs.

THE

STYLE SHOP
ANY TRIMMED HAT IN THE HOUSE

LADY WAVERLY, PAIGE AND

BLOSSOM PATTERN HATS

M$5

....

The Edison

Phonographs
PRICES RIGHT AND
MANY STYLES TO
SELECT FROM

F. V. Wurra

Three
level
tablespoonfulg
of
browned flour will thicken one cupful
'
of liquid for gravy.
Black specks on mirrors are quite
easy to remove. Dip a , flannel In
either spirits of wine or turpentine,
and rub the specks. Afterward nniiah
the glass with powdered whitening.
To remove oil stains on mrnsta
dip a rag in petrol and begin by rubbing around the outside edge of the
stain. Work around and round to the
center. As soon aa one portion of the
rag becomes dirty, change to a clean

part
Boats if wtertSha taa

ertaf fc.

VALUES UP TO $15.00
WE INVITE YOU TO COMPARE
1

in

EXCLUSIVE

wi

f OUTFITTERS

lMI3Sg3M

BUT NOT EXPENSIVE

,

Edward Ban.

AT

Hard water may be softened with
borux, lemon Juice or an oatmeal bag.

in

W
Chicago spiritualists ar etellinf
what heaven is like. Cuss your vim
relatives to find out what bell is B

SPECIAL

Tomato rubbed Into tbe hands will
remove fruit stains.

,

"

Comedy

COR. COAL AVENUE AT SECOND

Household
Question?

;

Two reel comedy
"CHOOSE YOUR WEAPONS'

Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Bryden entertained Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Bingham

Miss Naomi Long has taken Miss
Violet Brown's place at the News
stand and ice cream parlor.
IMMENSE MOUNTAIN OF SALT
Ed. Jones, of the Western Stores
Company, at Gibson, is assisting at
President Jefferson Was Misled by the No. 6 Shaft, taking the place of
John Pitts, who is quite ill.
Fairy Tales In Negotiating PurAmong the camp people who visitchase of Louisiana.
ed the Rex Theatre last Tuesday evenwere: Mrs. James Sneddon, Mrs.
While President Jefferson was ne- ing
Ed McMullen, Miss Helen Ball and
the
for
France
with
pur- Mr. Lawrence Hickman.
gotiating
he
of Louisiana
chase
Territory,
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Jones are movtransmitted to congress one Very re- ing from Gibson to No. 5. Mr. Jones
markable document. It was an ab- is one of the electricians at No. 5.
Mrs. R. D. Bryden and Mrs. Sarah
stract he had prepared of certain papers relating to the territory, and pic- Bryden, Mr. Bryden's mother, spent
tured the country In the most glowing Tuesday with Mrs. Tom Wilson at
Mine,
colors.
It told of a tribe of Indians No.Mr.5 and
Mrs. George Gardener enof gigantic stature ; of bluffs 800 feet
dinned Sunday, their
at
tertained
high, faced with stone and carved by
were Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
guests
nature Into what appeared like a mul- Uland, Mother Uhland and Mrs. Ben-ni- e
titude of antique towers; of a vast
Wilson.
Albert Henderson is quite ill at
prairie country whose soil was too
the home of his sister, Mrs. Wm. Ir
rich for the growth of trees.
Rut most marvelous of all was an ick at No. 6 Mine.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Brewis enterImmense mountain of pure salt. This
wns said to be located about 1,000 tained Mr. and Mrs. John McGeever
at Thanksgiving dinner.
miles north of New Orleans, and near
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Taylor, of Galthe Mississippi river, and to be 180 lup entertained Mr. and
Mrs. Louie
miles long and 45 miles wide, with Kahns at a
turkey dinner Sunday
no trees or shrubs on It. All glittering evening.
.
The little
white It stood, and from Its base Isold daughter of
sued great streams of pure salt water. Mrs. Jewel Kidwell was stranded to
death
Jefferson had been misled by the
by a screw lodging in her throat.
His politi- the funeral was held at the Gallup
fairy tales of travelers.
Parlors. Mrs. Kidwell
cal opponents hnd no end of fun with Undertaking
has the sympathy of the entire comhim In after years about his "salt
munity in her sad bereavement.
mountain."
Among the Gibson Elks, who attended the Memorial services at the
A Stick of Wood.
Congregational church in GalluD were
Tommy was deeply engrossed In the John Wall, Roy Woods and Win.
Jones.
dictionary, and his brow was wrinkled
Mrs. Dooley, of Gallup, was visIn concentrated thought.
iting her sister Mrs. Dewev Pitts on
"Tommy," said his mother, "get mo Tuesday.
a stick of wood."
Mr. J. N. Riding, the dry good man
"Ah, mother," replied Tommy, the and window decorator at the Gibson
grammatical portion of your education store, has two very attractive winhas been sadly neglected. You should dows, displaying the Christmas gifts
say: 'Thomas, my son, transport from and toys.
Miss Jean Taylor, of the Gallup
that recumbent collection of combustible material on the threshold of this American office force entertained a
number of her young friends Wededifice one of those curtailed excresThe1 eveniner was
evening.
cences of defunct log.'"
Wheeler's nesdaywith
spent
games and dancing, late
Magazine.
in me evening tney enjoyed an old
fashion taffy-pul- l.
ICE IN HOME IS NECESSITY
Miss Violet, the oldest dAiicrtifnr nf
Mr. James Brown of Gibson, was married
at her home here last WednesCan Bo Made to Last Considerably
day afternoon to Mr. Emmett StewLonger if Covered With Few
art. Miss Violet was born and raisNewspapers.
ed in McKinley County, and is held

'

Thomas Meighan in
"OUR LEADING CITIZEN"

'

and

taking particular pains to Bee that It
is well covered in front where the
door closes.

Poet

CJaatton.

BATTERY

Although quite expensive, ice in the
home Ik a necessity ulid not a luxury.
For that reason it is very desirable
to muke it last as long as possible.
Willie it Is true Hint most of the refrigerators and Ice boxes are reasonably well insulated, at the same time
the life-- - of the Ice can be prolonKed
from one-fourto one-thirprovided
it Is well covered with five or six
thicknesses of newspapers.
The best
way to put this paper on is to spread
It over the top and sides of the Ice,

BURROUGHS' FIRST AMBITION

of John Burroughs was to be a king, and his second, the one which the beloved naturalist grew to fulfill, was to be a
"finder-ou- t
of things." Ills father was
Interested In the little boy's dreams
and often talked to him about them.
In "My Boyhood," his posthumous book
of recollections, Burroughs writes:
"I remember riding on his shoulder
In the downstairs hall, as he skipped
about with me, and of being face to
face, on equal terms, with the hall
lamp and of telling father that when I
grew up I was going to be a king, and
of father telling me at once that they
bong kings on a sour apple tree. It
was always a sour apple tree, never a
So I
sweet one, used for hangings.
was glad to relinquish the Idea of be
Chlo. "
ing a king and to become Instead a
of things.' Hon father did
The deduction, then, la Just this: finder-ou- t
Porter tad occasion to uae such a laugh at that He had been telling me
Met; was struck by tbe brevity and something of bit readings In astronoof tbe asme of too authors; my and the sciences, Just at that time
fictitious writing tignaturs coming Into their own, and I was so
wanted
and adopted that of "0. Henry."
Impressed and fired with emulation
soluToe bad! Too bad I Such
that I, too, declared for wanting, to be
tion chatter, completely, tbe rumor a 'finder-ou- t
of things' and father
Porter cribbed the frontispiece of would repeat tt and laugb heartily."
"Csll 11 Henry" Lsneburgh, and pre-trr- l Kansas City Star,
tt with that popular alphabetical

"Th origin of the pseudonym "0.
sto-- .
Henry," signed to the
ries of William Sydney Porter, is
arousing no little excitement. The
"intelligentsia" are Investigating. In
France, It la rumored, experts agreed
long time ago that Porter found Ills
pen name In a medical hook and recently. In America, '""a biographer, of
Porter's offered a very plausible,
theory it to the source of the gifted
writer's
" Back In 1858, a book fur chtmilsts
and druggists, signed by Oaslun lleury,
pore, and Ossiun Henry, Bis. was a
common possession of country apothecary shops and It la known that Wll- liana Sydney Porter began his literary
career as a drug clerk in the hinter
land of Texas, North Carolina and

him.

The Kiwanis Club are sponsoring a
fine play Saturday night of this week
at the Strand Theatre by the Little
Rev.
Iheatre flayers of Chicago.
Stark is chairman of the ticket sale
but tickets may also be purchased
from
Messrs.
Robertson,
Powers,
Johnson, Payne, Haggard, Moses,
Young, Shaefer, Woods and at the
Jenkins Drug Store.

WfLLIANS

then-fathe-

(

It's your Responsibility to

for work Thursday afternoon.
A big Bazaar and Food Sale will be
given by the ladies at the parlors
of the church next Saturday week,
Dcember 16th. Besides the sale, there
will be work and as many of the ladies
who can come are urged to do so.
A week from Sunday night there
will be a big "Wlorth While" service
"Fires of
with the fine
picture:
Youth" featured. Watch for furthre
announcements.
During the week Rev. Stark has received fine letters from Mr. and Mrs.
G. G. Goodman, Lake Worth, Florida;
and Miss Anna N. Lewis form
Miss Lwis will
South Dakota.
be remembered as the pastor's assistant last summer and is now pleasantly situated as the assistant principal of the High School at Oelricho.
A typewriter is sorely, needed by
a woman in the city who has work
needing a machine but who cannot
afford to rent one. If anyone has a
machine that they will lend, please
phone Dr. Stark at 315.
The Church is very glad to report
that the budget for the coming year
and there
has been
are still a number to - seen. This is
th first time in the history of the
church that the budget has been fully
pledged in advance and this coming
year the budget will be the largest in
the history of the church. Among
the items is included a substantial
raise in salary for the pastor. Altho
last Sunday was a rainy, disagreeable
day the teams made the canvess most
enthusiastically. It was but another
proof that they were working with
earnestenss and conviction.
Mr. Geo. Reed who received a bad
fall recently is slowly but it is hoped
surely recovering.
Mrs. John Ward who was ill the
first of th eweek is better.
Mrs. E. J. Walker spent the week
end in Albuquerque. Mrs. W. J. Wal
ker is wintering in Chicago and other
'
points.
Mr. G. W. Summers who has been
quite sick is somewhat better.
We are glad to report Supt. White's
election to the Presidency or N. M

Mrs. and Mrs. John Wall spent
Thanksgiving at the home of
and mother, Mr. and Mrs.

-

M

:

rex progra::
for next wee::

(Gallup Herald Special)
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